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It's a Pfauter, ..in stock and available
today with these outstanding
features ...all standardl

r3GE FANUC Series 15 CNC, with
universal-menu programming to
fully automate setup

:i'FANUC Digital AC servo drives
on all s: axesas well as FANUe
microprocessor-controlled bob
spindle drive system

rj(Worktable with two-start double
worm and worm gear drive

d'H b h d "th t, neennal lid, -c.:J __ 0 __ea _WI _ a,~_gen__ Le •.
including hydro-mechanical
clamping/unclarnping of
bob bead swivel

ijfQuick-cbange hob arbor
damping, including hydro-
mechanical clamping attachment
for outboard bearing support

rifSmall footprint, design, including
attached-tank hydraulic and
recirculating lube system

ilfBuilt and supported by Amer.ican
Pfauter, conveniently located in
Rockford, Illinois U.S.A.

...And much morel
For the gear bobber you"ve alw.ays wanted,
call (SIS:) 282-3000

-

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, Il61132·2698 U.S.A.

IJAlJ'lBI
LImIted Partnership

Phone: 815·282·3000
Telelax: 815-282·3075
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Cutting
Introduces ...
Ooti-Gesr? Hobs
In response to industry's demands
for higher production and accu-
racies, and as a result of the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools, PMCf has developed the
Opti-Gash'" hob.
This hob, designed for a specific
production application, optimizes
the hob design for maximum
benefits in productivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until now, most hobs have been
designed with the minimum
number of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pled with the maximum number
of available resharpenings.
Today's high costs of operation
demand higher production rates

of greater accuracy
fewer, more expensive machines.
The Opti-Gash hob has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements.
OUf engineers designed this hob
around a specific chip load and
created a tool having an optimum
number of gashes at a diameter
and length to suit the machine
capability and part requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine cutting
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
tool steel and coatings, along with

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid Of
segmental hobs.
The resulting reduction in machine
change-over time. resharpening
and recoating costs more than
compensates for the reduced
number of available sharpenings,
Accuracy? The Opt i-Gash is
available in all accuracy classes-
better than AA DIN or AGMA
standards if required. For a spe-
cific proposal on an Opti-Gash
hob for your application, send
full part and machine data to your
local representative or contact
the PMCT sales engineer for
your area.

Pfauter-Maag Cufting Tools
Limited Partnership

1351 Windsor Road, eo. Box 2950. Loves Park, IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-877~8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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'his is how America gears
up for quality
Most of the universal CNC gear Inspection systems sold in the
U.S. come from M&M Precision Systems.More than all our
competitors combined.
Why?
Because M&M systems give you the strongest comoeueve
advantage.
How7
Consider these three examples:

IEaslerinspection,
Once your part IS on an M&M machine. the computer screen
prompts you to enter speCifications. Then you ~elfi( what fea-
tures you want to analyze, and the machine inspects the part.
The next time, all you do is enter the parr number. It's that easy.

M.ore capability
You get true Inotjusr theoretical) index, lead and involute testing
using interactive Generative Metrology techniques. The inspec-
tion of blanks and cutting tools as well as gears. SPCand cuttinq
[001 software. And the ability to inspect gear surface finish, spiral
bevel and hypoid gears, worms, involute scrolls,and male/female
helical rotor vanes.
Better' 1_ _ pportandl serVice
You'lI get a choice of standard or custom engineered packages
with specific application software. And M&M programs are
always written in English to avoid problems with translations
or cultural dl·fferences.So you'll avoid clashes between your
American reSUltsapproach and other countries' process
approach.

Get ali' the fast free facts in the l.2-page M&M OC Gear
Analyzers brochure. Circle the number below, Call 5131

859-8273. Or Fax 513/859-4452 today.
And pur your quality in gear.

M&M PRECISION
SYSTEMS

AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY
CIRCLE 11.·10on READER REP;LY CARD'
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WORLD IS,
You Can

NOW A
H ear Our

QUIETER
G ear s

PLACE
or many years, gear
noise has continued to

Ale you plague the industry.
concemedl Today there lis a
about noisy solution .. .the IKanzak;j
gears?' Hard Gear Finishing
MOSilikely (HGF) Process. This
your system willi help reduce
customers noise by limprovingl
are lool 'geometric gear accuracy,

and most importantly -
surface finish.
KanzakL ...makjng the
world a quieter place.

t

'·4·."
.' .~ ,- ,II

I, .,'. ".. ' "" ..
"'0 I ....

~"iiI .II ...~'

See us ,at
,AGMAShow
Booth #4011

GM I-Kanzaki
6708 lvandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (21,6) 642-0231
CIRCLE A-5, on READER' REP!!. 'If CARD'
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Substantially

GMI-FHUSA
Reduce Expensive

CARBIDE
Grinding Time

SKIVING HOSS
t's known that grinding is the most
expensive element in gear production.
The hobbing process is much less
costly. And when a carbide skiving hob
is used, minimal or even no grinding
may be necessary.

Imagine what this elimination or
significant reduction in grinding time
will do for production schedules?
Imagine what it will do for profitability!

In addition, the skiving process can be
performed on a conventional hobbing
machine. The quality of the operation
and life of the hob is a result of machine
rigidity, stability and quality of the
carbide hob.

Your success is dependent on quality
tooling. Settle for nothing less than
GMI-FHUSA. We'll be happy to
demonstrate how carbide skiving
hobs can revolutionize your operation ...
and substantially reduce expensive
grinding time.!

How do we
figure? Just
look al our
pie chari.

ellmlna'. all or part of
thl. cost from your
manufacturing process.

_..,..,.•...". . .....

. ,.. .""0 ....." .. ,"
See us at

AGMAShow
Booth #401

I

GMI-FHUSA gives yoo the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

GMI·FHUSA
6708 lvandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642·0231
CIRCLE A.·S on REA:DER REPLV CA.RD
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The Limits of the
Computer Revolution

Inthis issue ..Of Gear Technology, we
are focusing on using computers to
their greatest advantage in gear de-

sign and manufacturing, In a sense,
that's old news, h's a cliche to suggest
that computers make our work life
easier and more productive. No com-
pany that wishes to remain competitive
in today's global manufacturing envi-
ronment can afford to be without com-
puters in all their manifestations. We
need them in the office; we need them
next to our desks in place of drafting
boards; we need them on the shop floor.

The challenge is no longer to inte-
grate the computer into our work lives.
but to keep up with the technical ad-
vances in computing that seem to come

along faster than we can absorb them.
Sometimes :it seems as though we have
to keep running faster and faster just to
keep even .. But in the end, the effort
always seem worth it The new tech-
nology makes possible operations that
previously were impractical, too ex-
pensive, or simply not doable. It open
door that once were firmly locked.

In this issue alone, we cover com-
puter software that will help make de-
sign decisions, assess tile possibility
for reusing old tooling. and even train
thecomputerto begin to "think" like an
engineer. That's preuy exciting stuff.

While acknowledging the scope
of this kind of progress and the justi-
liable excitement about it, I'd like to

PUBLISHER'S PAGE
raise a small, cautionary
note. In our eagerness to
embrace the latest and
greatest in computer technology, let's
remember that the best computer hard-
ware and software in the world is still
no substitute for solid engineering
training and experience. A computer
is still only as good as the people who
work with lit. and it cannot pluck a
gear design from air. Someone who
knows what good gear design is has to
tell that to the computer before it can
begin its analysis.

An instructive analogy can be
drawn from the world of publishing. In
the last five years, computerized pub-
lishing has literally revolutionized the
way that printed material is produced.
Skills like typesetting and designing,
that were the product of years of train-
ing, are suddenly available in a oft-
ware package for less than $500. Pro-
gramsare now available that win lay
out the pages of a magazine in hours, a
process that used to take days of te-
dious hand work by a person trained in
art and design. If one believes the ads
and the literature. forless than $ 10,000
you to can purchase "everything you
need" to do your own magazine. ad-
vertisements, or newsletter.

Well, yes and no. The desktop pub-
Iishinglesson that many companies have
leaned to their sorrow is that buying
the latest hardware and software and

Thlere Ii'SstiU no 'Substitute
for H sollid englineering

ledu[:ation and lexlperliencle
in th,e'f,i,e'fd.
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Thean.swer for your
mo.st demandiing
'gearapplications ..
For today's tighter specs, conventional
gear manufacturing methods jUst
don't cut it.· .

Niagara Gear does.

As ground gear specialists, we use
the latest grinding wheel technologies.
and allsleetronic Reishauer gear
grinders to meet even the most
demanding close-tolerartce gear
requirements.

Our ground spur and helical gears
give you:
.• Over 30% more load capacity than

commercial quality gears

•. Higher gear quality-up to AGMA
Class 15 with crowning

• Quieter operation

• Uniform tooth profiles

.• Less scrap, no hand sorting and
10000000r cost

More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
you'll see Why.

FAX: (7116) 874-9003
941 Mi'litary R.oad • Buffalo,. NY 14217

TEL: (716) 874-3131

CIRCLE A·7 on READER REP.LJf CARD
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investing in a training course about it
does not make your secretary a de-
igner ora writer. A software package

may enable someone to layout the
pages of a newsletter on the computer,
but it doesn't teach that omeone any-
thing about de ign, use of typefaces,
balance or any of the other things that
go into m~ng an attractive, readable
printed piece. Page design software in
the hands of the unskilled just lays out
ugly pages veryquickly and efficiently.
Any editor can tell you that you trust
the spellchecker all your word proce -
sor to catch aLIthe errors at your peri I.
and that the program has yet to be
written that grasps the
subtleties of English
grammar and syntax.

The lesson for gear engineers is purer); watching the machinery work
clear. There is still no substitute for a in the field - and sometimes watch-

become dependent on the computer for
all our answers, we give away the very
freedom the computer gives us.

A wi e man once defined educa-
tion as being able to differentiate be-
tween what you do know and what you
don't. .. knowing where to go to find
out whatyou need toknow.,. and know-
ing how to use the information once
you get it. These are still the responsi-
bility of the engineer. These are the
things the computer cannot do for us.
This kind of knowledge is acquired
only by experience and hard work; by
cracking the books; working out the
calculations (with or without a com-

PUBLISHER'S PAGE:

ing it fail and then tearing it down to
see why - by trusting your instincts
informed by your past experience; by
allowing a spark of inspiration to flare
and see what it lights up.

Tile sum of all these parts is what
makes a good engineer, A good com-
puter system can help hone them, make
them more efficient. What it cannot do
i substitute for them.

NOlle of us has the option of sign-
ing on for the computer revolution .
We've been drafted. And none of us
would want to give up our computers
any more than we'd want to go back
to the days prior to the indu trial
revolution, But let's not be deceived:
Computers have freed us from the
tedious and repetitive tasks only to
make us available for the infinitely
harder and more challenging work of
being good, creative engineers.

purer can do so much faster and more Michael Goldstein,
efficiently than we can we forget the Publisher/Editor-in-Chief
many more things the computer can't
do at all, Wf we allow ourselves to

solid engineering education and expe-
rience in the fi.eld. If we allow our-
selves to fall into the habit of trusting
the computer to provide all our design
solutions, we overlook all the answers
that fall outside the parameters for
which the computer has been pro-
grammed, Until the computer is built
and prog:rammed that can take all of an
engineer's training, experience, and
intuition, and apply them to problems
in unique ways that have never been
tried before, engineers will still need
1.0 think beyond the limits of what a.
computer can analyze.

One of the great blessings of the
computer is the freedom it gives: The
freedom from tedious. repetitive work;
the freedom to multiply the number of
po sible solutions to 11 problem; the
freedom to ask, "what would happen
if," and eliminate bad answers with
the touch of a delete key. The other
side of the coin is the danger of giving
away our freedom by depending too
heavily on the computer. If we allow
our elves to be awed by what the com-



The Zeiss Hofler
Zfi2ro~ save you
money because it costs
far less than the ~""~'~nh

1t1l save you time ..,,'_'-"""__
it measures the average
in less than four minutes.
1t11 save you
footprint is
making it the
instrument.

Yet for all the
savings, it's a

Hofler, which means
it'smore accurate,

more sophisticated
and just plain better

than the competition.

Today is a good day
to fulfill your destiny.
CallI·BOO·888·l967,

ext. 42 for a free brochure
on the Zeiss Hofler ZP-250.



• True Precision High Volume Automatic Deburr.lng
• Consumable Cost As Little As 2 C Pea- Part



Delivering The Goods
A good freight forwarder can help' you with the important

business of getting your go,ods from .here to there,
when "there" is overseas.

Nancy Bart.els

1m ne of the key ques- : your bottom line. I

! 1,1' tions to be. an,swer,ed ~ It is, Of,cour,se, POSSibl,e
when exporting is : to handJe all the nuances of

, how you are going: overseas shipping on your
to get your product to your : own, but the process is time-
customer. All the time, ef- : consuming and, to the un-
fort, and money you've spent ~ trained, fun of pitfalls; and
to make a sale in the first ; correcting mistakes in de-
place can be wasted if the: livery overseas is twice as
shipment is late, damaged, : complicated as doing irhere,
or lost, or if delivery be- : Especially for the newcomer
comes an expensive bureau- : to exporting, leaving the im-
cratic nightmare for either ': portant business of getting
you or the buyer. : your product from here to

Efficient and affordable ~ there may best be left in the
shipping is also an impor-i : hands of an expert - a
tant marketing tool, a11 the : freight forwarder.
more so when exporting.' Can Early and Often
Being able to guarantee de- Because terms and con-
livery under certain terms ditions of delivery can be
and conditions can make the important negotiating points
difference between a sale : in an overseas deal and be-
and a "no thanks." And ~ cause knowing up front how
money saved 0[ spent in ~ much shipping will cost is
shipping is bound to impact : important to pricing, get

..1 • • • • ,.1 • • • • '., • • • • • • • • '.1 • • • ., • • '.

Beiing able to provide your customer
with efficient and affordable

shi;pping is an important marketing toot
Beingioble to guar,antee deli,v,ery under

certain terms and conditions can
make the difference between a

sale and a "no thanks,"

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
your freight forwarder in-
volved early in your export
plans. It's not a bad idea to
go to a freight forwarder
even before you've made
your first overseas deal.just
to learn the ground rules.
And this initial research
shouldn't cost you a cent

Mr. Henry Gayheart,
branch manager of Wilson
UTC Chicago, a freight for-
warding company with of-
fices all over the country,
says, "I've never heard of a
freight forwarder who is not
eager to give information
out for free. They wouldn't
even think of charging for
giving advice to a new ex-
porter. Call or visit their of-
fice and ask the questions
you need to ask."

These questions should
include the kind of docu-

Managing a, business
today is hard work. Let
"M - 0 - ; - m ~.n t M-"-___8__age __e 8

ters" lend a hand. Tell
us what ma.nag:ement
matters interest you,
Wrlite to us at P.O. Box
14216, Ellk Grov'e, IIIL
60009, Dr calli our staff
at f70a, 437'~6604.

Henlry G,ayheart
is branch manager a/Wi/-
SO/l UTC Chicago. fL.
WilSall UTe is a freight
forwarding ["omparl.\' with
offices th ou gh out the
United Stares .
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menaarion needed in vari- : about who is re pensible
ous countries, special regu- : for what.
lations thai might apply, Incoterms cover all the
advice about packaging and
means of transportation,
kinds of insurance, com-

parative costs, requiredin-
spections, and anything
el e you might need to
know about shippi'llg over-
seas. Later, when you've
chosen a forwarder, you
will be charged on a per
transaction basis ,. Costs
will generally run between
$75-$1.25 per transaction,
depending on location.

Defining Your Terms
Another subject you

may wish to discuss with
your freight forwarder early
in the export process is "in-
coterrns." This is the spe-
cial language of overseas
shipping - one that it's im-
portant for you to know be-
cause it will impact on how
successful your export op-
eration will be and also be-
cause it win help you and
your freight forwarder de-
fine your (and, therefore,
his) responsibility for par-
ticular shipments.

Incoterms define wheth-
er you or the buyer will as-
sume shipping costs and the
conditions under which
title to the goods wi]l be
transferred. They also de-
fine whether you or the
buyer i responsible when
goods are lost or damaged,
lncoterrns provide a com-
mon language for you, your
customer, and your freight
forwarder, so each of you
knows precisely what ha

been agreed to, thus cUI.-

ling down on possible dis-
agreements among you

1,2 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

possi bIecombinations ofre-
sponsibility. You may sell
your goods "ex-works" or
"ex-factory." In that case,
the buyer takes delivery off
the edge of your loading
dock, He is responsible for
the cargo after that, paying
for all shipping, insurance,
customs charge', etc. The
other extreme is "delivered
duty paid." If you agree to

this arrangement, you are
the one responsible for the
goods until the point when
they are placed on the
buyer' dock.

Most. ales fall some-
where between these two
extremes, You should be fa-
miliar with the possible
choices because they will
have an impacton your pric-
ing and other marketing
strategies, They can become
important negotiation points
in an overseas deal.

Your freight forwarder
must know what terms you
have agreed to because
they will certainly affect
the way he arranges for
your goods to be deliv-
ered. Copies of Incoterms
90, the most recent revi-
sion, and The Guide to
tncoterms, a compan ion
volume, are available
from the International
Chamber of Commerce.

Cheosing the Rlghe
Forwarder

Because the freight. for-
warder is such an important
part of your export team.
choose one carefully. Be-
gin by getting some recom-
mendatlons. Major steam-

ship companies orinterna-
tional airline will often
give the names and num-
bers of several forwarders
with whom they work re gu-
Iarly. Or ask others who
ship regularly overseas
whom they use.

Then look at the diver-
sity of the company's op-

eration, Gayheart phra e
the question this way: "Does
this company have the abil-
ity to hand le the tran port
of my products from my door
to my customer's door all
the way through and Con-

trol it at all points? Can he
control the movement of
the cargo so that it doesn't

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
- -- -----------

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.,
'.,
!.i

,.'.,Common Incoterms

Firee Carriier fatal named po:rt) - In thi's,er- '.,,.,
rangement. the title to the ,car'9,ois transfened :::
when it is Iloaded o'na shiip at the' named port.. ::,.,
Assel'ler you must pay for getting the goods ,.,,.,
{here' and any inland freiight..containerization, ,.,.'Bind loading charges, and you must p.rovide
the' buyer with a ellealnb,iUof lading.

FOBAirlPort- You must deliver the shipment
to the airline' at the s,pecified airpon. At that
IPointtitie transfers to the buyer.

IFree'Along Shi!p'(FAS)- You are responsible'
'., for all costs 10 get tlhe'shipment alolngsidethe
.!

canier vessel'. 'Jihebuyer is r,esponsible' for •
,clearilng them for export and loading them.

IC'OSt ,and IF,reight_. You pay to' get the' ship-
menUothe named port; the customer assumes,.,

:::the risk fo:r lass when the goodsalr'e deHve:red
toa named carrier at the port. I.,.,I.
Cost, Insurance. and F,reight - V'DU are re- I.
sponsible for all C&F costs. plus insurance,
Titlle' bel'ong's10 the' buye'r once the shipment
is dlelliveredl to the named pert,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••



sit someplace, and can he be
responsible for it al all
times? It is rare that a ship-
ment will require that kind
of complete control, but it's
a good test of a freight for-
warder because it shows
how deep they are, how
much investment they have
both here and abroad. It' san
indicator of the forwarder's
ability and experience.

"You want a forwarder
who can say to a shipping
company, 'I want you to
handle these ten cartons
the same way you handle
the other 10,000 I send you
every year. I want special
handling, and T want to
know where this shipment
is at all times.'

"You also want one with
the ability to change gears
quickly. If you need to
change your instructions
from, say, shipping by ocean
to air because a customer
needs delivery in a hurry,
you want the freight for-
warder to be able to say,
'No problem.' "

Another important crite-
rion in selecting a forwarder
is financial strength. Freight
forwarders must be li-
censed by the Federal
Maritime Commission, but
that license is not difficult
to get, and it alone is no
guarantee that a company
is reliable. Says Gayheart,
"When you ship with a
freight forwarder, you want
to ship with someone who
has been around for a while
and also is going to be
around in the future.
You're building a relation-
ship that you want to last.
As your export business in-

creases, you want this for-
warder to be there for you
the whole time."

The third important
thing to look for in a
freight forwarder is per-
sonneL Check employee
turnover rate .. Ideally, the
forwar1er will assign one
person'to your account,
and you will work with
him or her exclusive ly.
"You don't want someone
who's only going to be
tbere long enough to learn
your special needs and then
be gone,leaving you to start
over," says Gayheart.

He adds, "You don't
want to work with a com-
pany that doesn t take care
ofits people, where people
have a bad attitude toward
management, and, there-
fore, a bad attitude toward
their customers, You want
people that are respected
and held in high regard in
the industry. [Freight for-
warding] is a people to
people transaction. Freight
forwarders don't normally
own trucks, aircraft, or ves-
sels. They are people who
are making telephone
calls, goi ng out and look-
ing at cargo, giving ad-
vice, telling other people
what to do. The most im-
portant thi ng about freight
forwarding is really com-
munication."

Communication Is
Everythlng

If,"the economy," was
the president's watchword
during the campaign, yours I I

should be "communica-
tion," when dealing with
your freight forwarder, Says
Gayheart, "The first thing a

QUALITY
GEARS
UP TO AGMA 15, MIL-I-45208A & MIL-STD-45662

FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION, INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAIR/REBUILD SERVICE

SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER r to 48' DIAMETER
Re,ishauer Ground G,ea1rs
Most Typie'Gears Manufactured
Compllete to Customer' :Spe,cifications

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• HELICAL. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• WORMS, WORM GEARS
• SERRATIONS• SHAFTS
• SPLINES, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• SPROCKETS' CLUSTERS
• SEGMENTS' SPINDLES
• RATCHETS' GEAR BOXES

Fully imp!lemented SPC,. and data
communications capabHities, utilizing

~state of the art CMM's and MI& 1Mprecision
fr~r. gear checker 10 31l" di;amete,r to 18" face.

~ :lair/ane (lea,.,.!)nc.
=.o. BOX 409, PLYMOUTH. MI 48170

(313) 459·2440
In Mich.1-800·482-1773· FAX (313) 459·2941

CIRCLE A-13 on REA'DE,R' REPLY CARD

FREE
:NASA LITERATURE
COSM!IG, NASA's Cnrnputsr Software

TechnologyTransfer Center, offers a free

brochure' describing 1'5 computer pro-

grams in theqeneral area of Structural

Ana'lysis that were developed for internal

use by NASA. These programs are made

available in source code form for reuse

within th'e U.S. Contact COSMIC, 382 East

Broad Street, Athens, GA 30602-4272. Ph:

(706) 542-326S ..Fax (706) 542-4807 ..
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customer should have is a
cLear knowledge of what he
wants the freight forwarder
to do and what the freight
forwarder's responsibility
is. There has to be a clear
understanding of what the
trading terms are, at what
point the importer's respon-
sibilities begin,etc."

The medium for this
communication is the trans-
mitral letter. It should con-

only the first of a whole
pile of documents that he
at the heart of any overseas
transaction. Gayheart says,
"The e documents assure
the buyer that he gets what
he's contracted to get. They
help assure the seller that
he gets what he contracted
for, which is the money.
They also assure the seller
that his cargo is handled
properly, so that his cus-

- - - -

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• !.,

'.,,.,,.,,.,I.
,.',.,.,,.,
1.1i.,:.,
,.'.1

UiFreigh.tforwardingl is a peopl'e~to-peopl'e
transaetien !Forwarders don't own
trucks, aircraft,. orshilps. TheVare

peop'le making phone calls, goingl 'out and
looking at ,cargo, giving advice ... The most

:important thing about f!reight

::: forwarding is reoUv communication." :
• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
taia your detailed and pre-
cise instructions to the
freight forwarder. It. should
tell your forwarder where
tbe shipment is, when it is to

be moved, how, where it's
going. when it has to be
there, who's picking it up
from your dock, whether you
want it sent air or ocean
freight, and anything else
that's pertinent. In short,
this letter should explain in
detail exactly what you
want to happen to your ship-
ment. The dearer and more
detailed this letter is, the
fewer hassles will occur
along the way.

Getting YOUii' Paper
in Order

The transmittal letter is
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tomer is satisfied and per-
haps re-orders."

He underlines then- im-
portance by adding, "The
movement and flow of tbe
documents is what makes
the cargo move from point
to point. The cargo does
not move unless the docu-
ments move."

Among the documents
that will be required to move
your cargo are:

The comme rcial invoice.
This is the basic document
in any overseas transac-
lion, and a copy of it needs
to go to your freight for-
warder. It contains the
term of the sale, wIIO is
paying for what part of
the h ipping, insurance,

duties, and fees, and the
basic details about the
cargo, the number of pack-
ages, the weights, dimen-
sions. etc.

The letter of credit.
Many oversea transactions
will involve a letter of
credit, A letter of credit i
important because it guar-
antees the one thing that
you as the seller want to be
sure of - that you're goi ng
to be paid for this rnerchan-

"He or she can also ad-
vise you about packaging,
inspections, or other stipu-
lations in the letter of credit.
The forwarder needs to
know all these things, so
arrangements can be made
to provide for them."

The bill of lading. This
is a crucial document be-
cause it is a receipt for the
cargo as well as a contract
for transportation between
you, the shipper, and the

dise, On the other side, the carrier. It may also be a ne-
buyer will want certain
guarantees as well, which
will also appear in the let-
ter of credit

Gayheart explains, "A
buyer may say, 'I'll guar-
antee payment, but I also
want to guarantee the
quality of the goods, the
date of delivery, and their

condition.' The letter of
credit may dictate the
mode of tran portation,
the type of packagi ng,
certain inspections."

If your transaction in-
volves a letter of credit,
be sure your forwarder
gets a copy of it well be-
fore the shipping date.
Says Gayheart. "Your for-
warder will go through the
letter and advise you as to
whether or not you can Hive
up to your side of this bar-
gam. For example, it's
common to have language
in the letter of credit that
says, 'no transshipments.'
But it may very well be
that you can't get this prod-
uct to its destination with-
out transshipping it, 0

your forwarder can advise
you to have this language
taken out.

gotiable instrument which
transfers title to the goods .
In that case, whoever owns
the original bill of lading
owns the goods.

Miscellaneous docu-
ments. Numerous other
documents need (0 accom-
pany or precede your ship-
ment to its destination,
These papers include vari-
ous export licenses, pack-
ing lists, dock receipts, in-
surance certificates, and
clearances. Your freight
forwarder will help you
gather these together and
see to it that they are in
the right place at the rjght
time for your shipment to
proceed smoothly.

Getting your goods
from Point A to Point B on
time, in good condition,
and at an affordable price
is the name of the game
in successful exporting.
Choosing a good freight
forwarder, communicating
your needs to him clearly,
and listening to his or her
advi.ce are key steps in a
winning strategy that wiU
put your company among
the winners in this global
game of the '90s .•
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lIT Research Institute, Chicago. IL.
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"Micro Computer Application." Uni-
ver ity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Two-day seminar to provide a frame-
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develop a computer-aided gear de-
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For more information, contact Rich-
ard G. Albers, Center for Continu-
ing Engineering Education. UWM.
(414) 227-3125.
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Practical Optimization
of Helical Gears Using

Computer Software
IRodlrigo L6:pez Sansalvador &: Juan Carlos Jaureguii c.

Centro die Ilnvestigaciim y Asistencia
T,ecni.ca dellEstado de IQueretalrlo A.le.

Summary
The aim of thi. article i to show a practical

procedure for de igning optimum helical gears.
The optimizatioa procedure is adapted to tech-
nical limitations, and lit is focused on real-
world cases. To ernpha ize the applicability of
the procedure presented here, the most COIll-

rnon optimization techniques are described. Af-
terwards, a description of some of the functions
to be optimized is given, limiting parameters
and restrictions are defined, and. finally, a
graphic method i. described.

lntruduetlon
Beforedefining optimization techniques and

optimum gear de ign, it is necessary to intro-
duce certain concepts, Any mechanical sy. tern,

in this case a gear set. can be represented by a
model where all the physical propertie are
approximately reproduced. And in most ca e .
the system model can be expressed as a math-
ematical model,

A mathematical model is a model that rep-
resents a system by mathematical relationships,
and it can be divided into system variables,
system parameters, system constraints, and
mathematical relations.

A mechanical system can be modelled for two
reasons, The first is to evaluate or analyze its
behavior, The second reason is to obtain a design.
A design is defined by its geometric configura-
tion. the material used. and the task it perform .

III most cases. there is more than one solu-
tion when de igning a mechanical ystem.
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Therefore. a criterion for selecting the "be t

solution" must be e tablished,
A. de ign can be modified to generate differ-

ent alternatives, and the purpo e of the tudyi
to define a criterion for evaluating alternative
and choosing the best on ' Cost has to be
related to another quantity easier to evaluate.
An evaluation model that includes an evalua-
tion criterion isa decision-making model, called
an optimization model.

The design procedure has four steps:
1. Recognition of a need.
2. Statement of the problem,
3. Creation of alternative solution.
4. Selection of alternatives.

. earching for the opti mum elution is a
technique that can become very cumber orne,
but basically it can be described as foUows:

I. The selection of a et of variables to
de cribe the design alternative ;

2, The selection of an objective expressed
in terms of the design variables. which. hould
be minimized or maximized;

3. The determination of a set of constraints,
expressed in terms of the design variables,
which must be satisfied by any design.

A summary of the formal mathematical
treatment of the optimization procedure is
related next.

Mathematical Definition of OpUmization
Assume that the design variables are named

xI' XZ' .TJ, ••. xn, and that they can be arranged into
a vector x, It is also assumed that the de ign



variables are real number. The objective of the
optimizatioahas to be expressed as a functionj\x)
of the design variables. The constraints are clas-
sified as equality and inequality constraints. They
also have to be functions of x, Therefore, the
constraints of the design must be expressed as:

h(x) '" 0' for equality constraints
g(x) < 0 for inequality constraints

Re uming the optimization problem, it can
be stated a :

Minj(x) over x
subject to

hex) = 0', and g(x) < 0
where hand g are vectors representing several
constraint functions ..

There are some cases where the designer
wants to satisfy more than one optimization
function. One alternative is to combine the indi-
vidual optimization function into a global func-
tion if'possible. The otheraltemative is to forrnu-
late the optimization problem as

min F(x) = wl,(x) + w!]'Cx) + .., + w'/n(x)
with

w/4owZ+ .. ·+wn=1
But. this alternative may lead to an erroneous

solution, since the weighting values are selected
in a subjective manner.

Depending on each particular optimization
problem, there win be a mathematical solution
for the proposed model. To prove that the
model has a mathematical solution, several
aspects can be formulated. These concepts
win be extended when explainingthe graphi-
cal optimization method.

I. Solution Domain. It is the i alated region
within the space solution defined by the x
variables. The boundaries of the solution do-
main are the inequality constraints . Any point
inside the isolated region represents a solution
for the design problem, but only one must be
selected as the optimum,

2. Boundaries. They are represented by the
equality values ofthe inequality con traints g(x).
The absence of proper bound may cause a
serious problem. In many case, the solution is
found at the boundaries of the solution domain ..

3. MonotollY. This is a property of certain
functions that for an increment of the indepen-
dent variables, x produces an increment or dec-
rement of the function. This property can be
exploited because it can be proved that in a
monotonic function bounded by a constraint, the
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optimum is always at the boundaries,
It is very important to point out that the

design functions of gear sets behave monotoni-
cally. Examples of this behavior are shown ill
Figs. [-3 where the contact ratio isplotted agai nst
pressure angle, pinion teeth number, and helix
angle. If the objective function is the contact
ratio, and the independent variable is the helix
angle, from Fig. 3 it. can be said that the opti-
mum is at the upper value of the helix angle.

Graphical OpUmizatioD Technique
for Helical G,ears

in previous sections, the optimum design of
mechanical systemshas been briefly defined,
but little has been said regarding optimum gear
design. Optimum gear design is a subject that
has awakened the interest of engineers around
the world, and many papers and articles have
been pubhshed regarding this subject. Opti-
mum gear design has the particularity that each
problem has different objective functions, con-
straints, and parameters; thus, it is not possible
to define a unique procedure for designing
optimum gears.

30
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A more genera] way of searching for the
optimum was studied, and a simpler optimiza-
tion technique was developed. The algorithms
specially developed for optimum design, such
as the Reduced Gradient Method" the Gradient
Projection Method, Box's Method, Johnson's
Method,o-2l etc., can be very difficult to apply
because of the complexity of the mathematical
model for gear design. The technique presented
here is based on

L Definition ofthe objective function based
on real. needs,

2. Definition of the gear design variables
and parameters,

3..Identification of the design constraints,
4. Construction of the solution domain with

gea:r design software instead of by construct-
ing the mathematical model. with an optimiza-
tion program.

5. Graphical representation of the solution
design region and conduct of a search for the
optimum point. Once tile graphical representa-
tion o:f the solution domain is obtained, the
location of the optimum is very simple.

The idea of a graphical solution is simple and
easy to handle, First of all, the solution doma:in
is all known, and the selection of the boundaries
(constraints) and objective function can be
reordinated using a general purpose graphics
program. The optimization can be conducted
with one or two independen:l variables (optirni-
zation with more independent variables can be
obtained by grouping the variables in pairs.
leaving the fest of them as parameters).

Objective Function. In optimum gear de ign,
the objective functioncan be a single function or
several functions, depending 011 each applica-
tion and each particular case. For instance, the
objective function that seems to be most logical
is cost. But cost is affected by different para:m-
eters, and the engineering definition of cost can
be expressed in different ways. For example.an
objective function will be to reduce the manu-
facturing cost. This can be achieved by design-
ing a gear set modifying only the helix angle:
therefore, the manufacturing cost win depend
on]y on the settings of the cutring machine ..Or
the solution will depend not only on the helix
angle. but on the teeth number, speed ratio,
materials, heat treatment, etc., and the optimiza-
tion will be more complex.

The definition of tile objective function is

the starting point of the optimization, and it has
to be identified as precisely as possible, in order
to reduce time-consuming calculations and
problem statements. ]1'1 the automobile indus-
try. for example, objective functions might be
describedas noise and perhaps cost. Therefore,
the mathematical model for the optimization
problem will be more complex.

The relation between the objective function
and the mathematic al model is determined based
on the designer's judgment and experience.
Some of these relationships are:

Cost> Teeth Number, Face Width, Cutting
Machine Settings, Surface Finishing. etc.

Noise> Contact Ratio, Teeth Number. etc.
independent Variables and Parameters. The

list of variables for designing a gear set is very
large. In the examples presented in this article.
the independent variables are pinion teeth num-
ber, helix angle.andpressure angle. The depen-
dent variables are pinion and gear pining and
bending stresses, contact ratio, length of action.
tangential velocity .• critical scoring number,
andlor speed ratio and center distance, The
parameters are material properties, transmitted
power, de ign factors (stress multipl iers)
AGMA quality level, and/or speed ratio and
center distance.

Constraints. Constraints are variable. that
define the boundaries of the solution domain,
and almost any solution of an optimum gear
design lies ina boundary. Typical constraints
are the minimum life due to bending or pitting
stresses, the maximum allowable scoring num-
ber, the minimum contact ratio, the AGMA
quality level, etc ..

Solution Domain. Once the independent
and dependent variables and the parameters are
determined, and the constraints are defined, the
solution domain can be constructed by storing
all the calculations performed with a design
software into a database. The data can be ar-
ranged for producing plots of the solution do-
main, Fig. 4 shows an example of a solutioa
domain. Then a 3D plot of the behavior of the
objective function can be obtained, as shown in
Fig. 5. In this example, the objective function is
the maximization of the pinion bending life,
and the optimum is located at the intersection of
the maximum pressure angle and the minimum
contact ratio limit. Fig. 6 shows another ex-
ample where the independent variables are the



pinion teeth number and the pres ureangle,
and the objective function is the contact ratio.

Searching the Optimum. After the olution
domain is defined and the database is fined in,
the identification of the optimum is a quite
simple task. First, define the objective func-
tion within the dependent variables. Second,
select up to two independent variables for
generating the plots. Plot the optimization
function with respect. to the independent vari-
able. The optimum can be located directly
from the plot. If the databa e is large, the data
can be analyzed by blocks of information; in
other words, by isolating small. regions of the
solution domain.

If the gear design problem was defined
with more than two independent variables,
the former procedure can be used by isolating
two of the independent variable .keeping the
rest of them as parameters, and locating the
optimum for the reduced solution domain.
Then with the two independent variables that
define the optimum as parameters, repeat the
search using another two variables. and so on
This procedure may seem quite complicated,
but with a general purpose database program,
i.t is simphfied ..

Example J. The definition of the problem is
a follow :

Objective function - Maximize the con-
tact ratio for a minimum cost.

In this case, cost is related to those parameters
that can be modified without affecting the pro-
duction cost. The helix angle, for instance, has to
be set up on the cutting machine. therefore, a
modification on its value affects the characteris-
tic of the design without modifying the cost of
the gear. Therefore, only two independent vari-
ables are selected: helix and pressure angles.

According to the de igner's criterion and
application of the design, the parameters mustbe
established ..For this example, the parameters are

Speed ratio 2
Normal Diametral Pitch ]Q

Pinion Teeth Number 40
Face Width 2.6
Addendum Proportions Normal
AGMA Quality Level 10
Material Properties BHN = 180

Sat = 25,000 psi
Sac:= 85,000 psi

E = 30 X ]06

030
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Objective
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Variation of Gear Bending Life
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Eliminating the parameters from the design
functions, the dependent variables are obtained:
Center distance, gear teeth number, pitting
stress, bending stress, scoring number, pitting
life, bending life.

The constraints are defined by the designer.
and the limiting values are imposed from each
particular application. In this case, the inequal-
ity constraints are

Critical Scoring Number < 20,000
Contact Ratio 1.2
Bending Life> 1 X 101

Pitting Life> 1 X 107

Helix Angle 45°
14,5° < Pressure Angle < 28°

The equality constraints are aU the appli-
cation factors for calculating pitting and bend-
ing stresses. It is important to point out that
the stress ]8 not limited to the allowable
material stresses. Instead, the life is limited
to a minimum value.

All the possible solutions were calculated
with gear design software, and they were stored
into a general purpose graphics program, The
program generates plots of the calculated vari-
ables. The results were plotted as shown in
Figs. 7, 8, and 9. Fig. 7 shows the variation of
the contact ratio as a function of the indepen-
dent variables. This can be seen the solution
domain and the location of the optimum, From
thi figure, it can be rated that the optimum is
found at the point where the helix angle equals
45° and the pressure angle equals 15°,

Figs. 8 and 9 show the behavior of gear
bending life and pinion pitting life. At this
point, the designer must take into consideration
the particular application of the gear set, If the
failure criterion is pitting. then the optimum
will be the point with maximum contact ratio. If
the failure criterion is bending, then the opti-
mum will be at the point the helix angle equals
30°, and! the pressure angle equals 28°. If the
design must satisfy both criteria, tile designer
should select the most restrictive solution.

Example 2. The definition of the problem is
as follows:

Objective functi.on- Maximize the contact
ratio and bending life. In this case, instead of the
pressure angle, the influence of the pinion teeth
number is studied,

Independent Variables - helix angle and
teeth number. The design definition is about the



same as in Example I.
The parameters are:
Speed ratio 2
Normal Diametral Pitch 10
Pressure Angle
Face Width

2'0°
2.6

Addendum Proportions Normal
AHMA Quality Level 1'0
Material Properties BHN :; 180

Sat= 25,000 psi
Sac = 85.,'00'0 psi

E ;;;;;30 X 106

Eliminating the parameters from the design func-
tions, the dependent variables are obtained:

Dependent Variables
Center Distance

Gear Teeth Number
Pitting Stress

Bending Stress
Scoring Number

Pitting Life
Bending Life

The constraints are defined by the designer,
and the limiting values are imposed from each
particular application. In th:i:scase, the inequality
constraints are:

Constraints
Critical Scoring Number < 20,00'0

Contact Ratio> ].2
Bending Life> 1 x 107

Pitting Life 1 x 107

Helix Angle < 30°
Pinion Teeth Number> 6

The equality constraints are the same as in
Example 1.

The solution domain was calculated with a
gear design software program, and all the
data were stored into a general purpose graph-
ics program. The results were plotted as shown
in Figs. 10-12. Fig. 1'0 shows the variation of
the contact ratio as a function of the indepen-
dent variables. The solution domain is seen,
and the optimum is located along the line for
the value of helix angle equal to 3'0° The
objective function was the contact ratio and
the bending life. Therefore, the behavior of
bending life is plotted in Fig, II, and the
optimum value is located at the point the helix
angle equals 3'0° and 34 teeth. To verify that
this solution is in agreement with the pitting
life, Fig. 12 shows the behavior of pitting life.
From this figure, it is verified that the opti-

Variation of Pinion Pitting Life

54
52

5°48
46

44 4240
Teeth Number 38 36

34
3230

Fig. 12 280

mum lies at an allowable solution.
Conclusions

A simple procedure for optimum gear design
was presented. The procedure is adjustable for
the optimization of any combination of objec-
tive functions, and it allows the designer to
impose actual restrictions. Besides, it is not
necessary to have a deep understanding of
complicted optimization techniques. Also, this
procedure does not require special optimization
programs. Any gear design optimization prob-
lemcan be solved by generating with a gear
design software plots of the solution domain.
The location of the optimum is simple, and itcan
be determined visually from the plot or review-
ing the data.

Graphical optimization gives an overview of
the entire problem and allows the designer to
identify the optimum solution without compli-
cated interpretation of the results .•
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possibly modified to become useable ..An exist-
ing active cutter may be modified, and after
meeting an immediate need, be returned to its
assigned activity by being resharpened to its
original curve. This will sacrifice some of the
life of' the cutter, but may be justified to mini-
mize the delay of producing parts or the co t of
purchasing a new shaver.

For a shaving cutter to be useable, it must
have the right base pitch, hand, and the proper
helix angle to provide good shaving action. It is
not obvious if the tooth length will permit shav-
ing to the proper point in the fillet of the gear. If

Computerized
Recycling of Used

Gear Shaver Cutters
H I ·V II G· - n s nd- C Ken' R,eeee,aran an erpe.a_ . , _

Van 'Gerpen -IReece 'Engi;neering.
Cedalr IFaUs. IA

Most gear cutting shops have shelves full of selected. An obsolete cutter may be useable or

quickanaly is of the potential for the re-use of the tooth is too long, it will interfere in the root
shaving cutters stored in a computer file. of' the gear. If itis too short, it may not shave in

Shaving cutlers are very expensive and their the area where the mating gear tooth tip win
re-use offers considerable savings. Other ben- make contact
efits are the reduced inventory of cutters and There are two approaches to assessing a
minimum delay in gear processing if some way shavingcutter's potential use in gear finishing,
can be found to evaluate these cutters' potential. The first approach is to explore the fillet of the
for re-use. Computer software is available to gear when a protuberance hob is used as a pre-
facilitate the search of existing cutters to learn if shave cutter. The purpose of this study is to select
any are useable as is, or if they can be modified a shaving cutter which will blend smoothly in the
to be used. Every cutter is a candidate for being fillet of the gear. The second approach is to study

the path of a candidate shaving cutter when a
nonproruberance cutter has been used as a pre-
shave cutter. In this case the purpose is to elect
a shaving cutter which will penetrate to shave the
flank of the tooth deeply enough to provide a
shaved surface for the contact of the mating gear
and mayor may [lot reach the fillet, This second
approach requires the "pairing" of gears. and
caution must be used in designing a gear to match
one which has been shaved in this manner.

The initial step in the first approach is to

expensivetooling used in the past for cutting
gears which are no longer in production. It is
anticipated that these cutters wi]] be used again
in the future. While this may take place if the
cutters are "standard," and the gears tobe cut are
"standard," most. of the design work done today
involves high pressure angle gears for strength.
or designs for high contact ratio to reduce noise.
The re-use of a cutter under these conditions
requires a tedious mathematical analysis, which
is no problem if a computer with the right soft-
ware is available. This article describes a com-
puterized graphical display which provides a

Fig. 1

Limits

Shaver Outside

Gear Fillet
Blend
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tudy tbe action ef'the pre-shave cutter to deter-
mine two unique radii of the gear. The first
radius is the point. of maximum relief in the
fillet formed by the protuberance of the pre-
shave cutter. The second I.S the radius where the
cutter protuberance has left. the involute profile
with adequate finishing stock for "cleanup."
This does not need to be the full amount of
finishing stock 011 the gear flank. if less than
full stock is specified, it allows a greater out-
side diameter on the mating gear and a possible
higher contact. ratio. Ideally the outside diam-
eter of the shaving cutter will finish the tooth to
between these two unique radii with a nearly
perfect blend in the fillet (Fig. 1).

To find the desired shaver cutter outside
diameter it is necessary to compute the tight
mesh center distance of the shaver and gear
u ing an iterative procedure. Thencalculate the
working line of action. the radius that the tip of
the cutter will have 10 be to reach the maximum
relief in the fillet. and the radius to the point of
required shaving stock for cleanup. The candi-
date shaving cutter must have an outside radius
between the e two values to be useful. The
closer it i .to the maximum relief value, the
better ..~fthe outside radius of the shaver is too
large, it may be reduced to make it u eable,

Shaving cutters may be sharpened 11 number
of times .. In so doing, the tooth thickness is
reduced, which result in the shaver penetrat-
ing deeper into the gear. Therefore, the outside
diameter must be reduced as well. he amount
of outside reduction depends upon the involute
angle when tight meshed with thegear being
shaved. The suppliers of shaving cutters pro-
vide blueprint. dirnen ions of the shaveroutslde
diameter and tooth thickness when "new" and
at "life." These dimensions are unique for a
certain gear and are used for establishing a
"sharpening curve" for the shaving cutter. These
data can be plotted to show a curve of tooth
thickness ver us outside diameter throughout
the life of the cutler.

While tooth thieknes and outside diameter
are the basic criteria, it is a common practice to
lise the terms "HOP" and 'HOD." These terms
stand for 'height of pins" and "height of (out-
side) diameter," with measurements made from
the circumference of the precision bore of the
shaving cutter (Fig. 2). The HOP dimension is
the distance from the closest circumference of

.Fig.2

Gear/Shaver Analy is
HOD at "New"
Required Shaver

3.3775
3.3760

3.3579

'Gear 1234
Hob 678
Shaver 8765

HOD at "Life"

F,"-- 3· 3.4440Ig. - HOP

3.3194
3.3180
3.3007

3.3910

the bore to the top of the pin placed between the
teeth of the shaver, a process similar to measur-
ingtooth thickness of gear teeth with "dimen-
sion over pins.' The HOD dimension is the
distance from the closest circumference of the
bore to the top of the shaver tooth.

A computer graphic display (Fig. 3) uses the
HOP and HOD dimensions. The two vertical.
lines repre ent the tooth thickness (HOP) of the
shaving cutter when new and at life ..The circles
on each of these lines represent the outside
diameter (HOD) of a shaving cutter with tooth
thickness (HOP) given at the bottom of the
vertical lines. The line connecting the circles
may he called the sharpening line. A shaver on
the shelf may have a HOP and a HOD anywhere
along this line, depending upon how many times
it has been sharpened.

The two other sloping parallel lines on the
computer screen are unique to the gear to be
shaved. Taking the shaver' new tooth thickness
(HOP) dimension, two shaver radii are calcu-
lated as described before, to meet the maximum
relief and the desired shaving stock radii of the
gear. The same is done for the "life" tooth
thickness. These dimensions are placed on the
two vertical lines and with the interconnecting
lines form a parallelogram. If the shaver sharp-
ening curve falls within this parallelogram, the
shaver may he used to shavethe gear.

IHarl!an
V,a·nG:erpen
is a partner in Van Ger-
pell- Reece Engineering.
a gear engineering con-
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and test instrumentation.
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pen= Reece Engineering,
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Gear/Shaver Analysis
HOD at "New"

Required Shaver
3.3810

3.3775

3.3579

Gear 1123
Hob 167
Shaver 877

HOD at "life"

HOP

I
3.3194 I

3.30071

3.2950
3.3910F·.' " 3.4440'.g. -

If the haver curve is outside the parallelo-
gram, and the shaver has no prospect for other
future use, it may be possible to modify it to get
it into the parallelogram. If the sharpening curve
is above the parallelogram, then by grinding the
outside diameter, the sharpening curve will be
moved downward and become useable. If the
sharpening curve given is below the paraJIelo-
gram, it may have only the tooth profile sharp-
ened, and this will move the sharpening curve to
the right and possibly enter the acceptable area.

The graphic display is a quick reference to
the compatibility of a shaver/gear combination.
The actual selection will require judgmenrof the
urgency of getting the job done, number of gears
to be shaved, and whether to modify obsolete
cutters on the shelf. lithe shaver is to be used for
an application with long slender teeth, when it
was originally designed for low contact ratio
gears, there may be a problem with shaving the
ends of the teeth. Shaver suppliers do not specify
the depth of the tooth or root end ofthe shaving
profi]e where it meets the drilled hole,

A shaver earch computer program hould
have an option input so that if a particular shaver
looks promising, an up-to-date measurement of
the HOP and HOD can be input, ancl as a result
the present capability known.

For the second approach, selecting a shaving
cutter associated with a non-protuberance pre-
shave cutter, the minimum rad:ius on the
workpiece gear where the mating gear tooth tip
w:ill touch is used instead of the previous two
fillet radii discussed. This will occur at mini-
mum gear center distance and maximum mating
gear outside diameter. These values will estab-
lish a line with end points for new and life
conditions. Since me shaving cutter now must
have ,UI outside diameter large enough to reach
below the mating gear contact point, the same
diagram requires that the sharpening curve of the

shaver be above the line. A small margin of
safety should be available to prevent any inter-
ference with the shaving stock remaining fol-
lowing the "rolling out" of the shaving cutter.
This is especially true if the mating gear has
more teeth than the shaving cutter, A calculation
of the shaver tip/gear root clearance should be
included in the di play.

Two examples are shown on a computer
screen. The first example is a "perfect" selection
when using a protuberance cutter (Fig. 3). The
shaving cutter sharpening curve, as indicated by
the circles on each end, lies slightly below the top
line of the parallelogram. This line represents the
outside diameter of a shaving cutter which will
reach the maximum relief of the gear fillet.

The second example (Fig. 4) hows a shav-
ing cutter with the outside diameter (HOD) too
large when new, but during its life it is reduced
by the sharpening process, so that it enters the
parallelogram of acceptance. However, near its
life point of the sharpening curve, it again leaves
the parallelogram of acceptance and cannot be
used. Since it is very possible that a shaver on the
shelf is in a "half-life" condition, it can be
selected for use in this example.

Fig, 4 can also be used to show the situation
corresponding to the second approach described
above. If the top line of the parallelogram repre-
sents the outside diameter (HOD J of the shaving
cutter required to reach the point where the
mating gear tooth tip win make contact, thea this
shaving cutter win be useable when new to shave
the gear. However, as the shaver is sharpened on
the existing sharpening curve, it will go below
the top line and will not shave deep enough to
provide a good surface for the mating gear. If
this shaving cutter is to be dedicated to this gear,
than a new sharpening curve should be devel-
oped. As the shaver is sharpened, the amount
removed from the outside diameter should be
reduced so that the sharpening curve remains
above the top line of this parallelogram.

The graphic display permits nearly instanta-
neous evaluation of the feasibility of using an
existing shaving cutter to shave a new gear. If the
computer has a me of shaving cutters, it is
possible to evaluate a large inventory of cutters
ina matter of minutes to learn whether any of
theexi ting cutters are useable. A simple change
of'the pre-shave bob or shaper from a computer
me will make possible a new search. i.1
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Initial Design of
Gears Using an

Artificial Neural Net
Taesik Jeong

SECOM Intelligent Systems lab, Toyko, Japan

Thomas P. Kicher
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH

Ronald J. Zab
Joy Technologies Inc., Bedford Gear Division, Solon, OH

Introduction
Many CAD (Computer Aided Design) sys-

tems have been developed and implemented to
produce a superior quality design and to increase
the design productivity in the gear industry. In
general, it is true that a major portion of design
tasks can be performed by CAD systems cur-
rently available. However, they can only ad-
dress the computational aspects of gear design
that typically require decision-making as well.
In most industrial gear design practices, the
initial design is the critical task that significantly
effects the final results. However, the decisions

Fig. 1 - Simplified mechanical design stages.
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about estimating or changing gear size param-
eters must be made by a gear design expert.

To move one step forward, two new system
developing techniques have been investigated.
One is the artificial neural net, and the other is the
expert system known as artificial intelligence.
The former is well-suited to estimating initial
gear size, while the latter is the choice for chang-
ing parameters. This article demonstrates the
adaptability of an artificial neural net for the
initial gear design which is a part of the Intelli-
gel1CeGearCAD system under development, that
emulates the entire gear design procedure, In-
cluding the decision-making tasks.

Initial Gear Design
In Fig. I, a model of the mechanical design

procedure is illustrated. Similar models have been
used to develop mechanical engineering CAD
and expert systems.(10-11)This simplified design
model is adaptable to most mechanical element
designs including gear design. A specific model
representative of gear design which corresponds
to Fig. I is shown in Fig. 2.

The first stage of designing a gear set is
estimating the necessary gear size parameters
based on user-specified requirements. Once these
parameters are selected, gear and tool geometries
will be calculated and evaluated by the AGMA
(American Gear Manufacturers Association)
power rating standard(S) If the power rating result



is unsatisfactory, the result will be analyzed and
the necessary parameters will be changed. The
second and the third stages will be repeated in an
iterative manner until the AGMA power rating is
satisfied. The final stage is designing a gear
blank, which is customarily done after a success-
ful power rating is achieved.

In practice, engineers go through the initial
design stage only once during the entire design
procedure. The number of iterations caITied out to
complete the gear design depends upon how well
the gear size parameters are estimated in the
initial design stage. Consequently, an efficient
gear design can only be achieved by properly
estimating the initial gear size parameters.

The estimated parameters required for the
initial design stage consist of the center distance,
diametral pitch, pinion teeth number, and gear
teeth number, or alternately, the total number of
teeth. These four are the essential parameters
necessary to carry out the AGMA power rating
procedures. Equation 1 illustrates how these four
parameters are related to each other while assum-
ing the helix angle is zero.

where, DP Diametral Pitch
CD Center Distance
NG Gear Teeth umber
NP Pinion Teeth Number
NT Total Teeth Number

The determination of one parameter in Ex-
pression la is dependent on the two other param-
eters. Therefore, at least two parameters must be
estimated by the engineer. There may be many
combinations of sol utions which satisfy Equation
1for a single example. Finding a superior solution
among a myriad of possibilities depends upon the
ability of an engineer. Proper initial parameter
estimations usually require years of experience,
as well as an organized knowledge of the field. In
most cases, the accumulated design data through
the history of a company is also an essential
factor. This type of design task is known as
decision making. Fig. 3 shows the factors in-
volved in a gear engineer's decision making.

Two Steps of Initial Gear Design
The initial gear design stage consists of two

steps. First, an engineer refers to a standard prod-

Field
Knowledge

Existing
Design
Data

Previous
Experience

Fig. 3 - Engineer's decision-making factors.
uct catalog to identify the proper model. The
selection is based on the user's specifications,
which include horsepower, speed ratio, and input
RPM. At this step, the center distance is obtained
with the proper selection of model size. ext, the
numberofpinion and gearteeth will be estimated
by a trial and eITor method. The ratio of esti mated
number of pinion and gear teeth must not exceed
the predetermined percentage of error over the
required speed ratio. The diametral pitch can then
be calculated using these estimated values. This
procedure is only one example of a number of
initial gear design methods used in the industry.
The method shown here was obtained from an
engineer with many years of experience in both
designing and manufacturing, actively working
in the gear industry.

Artificial Neural Net
The artificial neural net is composed of highly

interconnected layers which attempt to achieve

AGMA
Standard

Company
Design
History

Industry
Standard
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human neuron-like performance. (3) It is designed
to emulate human neural activities, exhibiting
abilities, such as learning, generalization, and
abstraetiouv" using mathematical implementa-
tions. A typical model of the artificial neural net
is illustrated in Fig. 4 The modeled net has three
layers: input, hidden (or middle), and output
layers. This model. is extremel y simple, compared
to the hundred trillion connections of the human
neural system.(2}The terms shown in parenthesis
in Fig. 4 are the anatomic terms used for the
human neural system.

Output

• Links
(Dendrites). \

Weights
(Synapses)

Nodes
(Cell Bodies)

•
•

In Fig. 4, each node in one layer receives
multiple signals from the nodes in the previous
layer. The strength of each signal is determined
by the value of the connecting weight between
paired nodes. The signals conveyed to the node
are summed and averaged (or mathematically
evaluated) to decide whether this node will acti-
vate or not. If the node activates, the signal
generated will be transmitted to the nodes in the
next layer.

The artificial neural net is not functional with-
out existing know ledge, just as a human engineer
cannot perform a task without pre-existing knowl-
edge of the field, The net must be trained with
known knowledge patterns that consist of input
and the corresponding target output. The knowl-
edge patterns are fed through the net so that the
connecting weights can be learned and memo-
rized. Once aU the connecting weights are estab-
lished, the net win produce the proper output
when the same or similar input pattern is seen.
Accordingly, the quality of the knowledge pat-
terns used for training influences the quality of
the estimated outputs. The net is said to be suc-
cessfully trained if the estimated outputs match
the target outputs within a certain level oferror.
Because thetraining knowledge patterns may not
be perfect, there is always the chance that an
errant estimation may appear, just as the perfor-
mance of the human engineer wi II. be inaccurate
if incorrect knowledge was used in training.

Artificial Neural Net Algorithms
Many artificial neural net algorithms have

been developed and implemented. Although
there are some structural variations, the basic
idea is equivalent in terms of implementing a
human neural system. Each algorithm has its
own characteristics and applicable regime. After
the nature of initial gear design was investi-
gated, two algorithms, namely LVQ (Learning
Vector Quantization) and GDR (Generalized
Delta Rule), were selected to emulate two steps
of initial gear design,

LVQ is also known as the pattern recognition
or classification method, which classifies avail-
able knowledge patterns in a pattern space.P'
Each pattern must have its own class label (or
class I.D.). LVQ forms dusters, which include
identically labeled patterns, while remembering
their weight centers. When a new input pattern
without a class label, not encountered previously,
is seen, LV Q locates the cluster weight center

Fig• .:$ • Typical model of an artificial neural net.

X2

• •
Pattern Space

r limiting radius of each cluster

Fig . .5 - Single step of LVQ algorithm.
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which is closest to the new input pattern and sends
the class label of the selected cluster as the output
In other words, LVQ simply tells where the new
input pattern belongs.

InFig, 5, a single step of the LVQ is illustrat-
ed. At any k'h step, the distances between one of
training patterns Pi E RI'!, i"" 1,2,....., I, and the
neurons (or reference vectors(3» Nj ERn,j"" 1,
2,... , In, are measured using Euclidean distance
(ED) metric to find the nearest neuron Nc'

ED."" 1:( p _n)2
J qe l q q

where, P Elements of P.q I

nq Elements of Nj

The neurons, ~'s, are initially located ran-
domly in the pattern space, and the closest neu-
ron N becomes a candidate for one of the many, c'

cluster centers that will appear after all steps are
performed ..If the closest neuron has the identical
class label as the pattern, this neuron is moved
toward the pattern as the reward for a correct
classification. Otherwise the neuron is moved
away from the pattern as the punishment for an
incorrect classification.P' Equation 3a is used to
represent the move toward the pattern, and Equa-
tion 3b is used for the move away. For an other
neurons, Equation 3c is applied.

k+1 Nk f .N. =.,.orJ 1:- c
J J

where, 0: is a monotonically decreasing momen-
tum rate and preferably less than 1.0.(3) In prac-
tice, the determination of 0: in non-trivial. When
the neuron N is moving toward the pattern, it isc

known that the pattern belongs to this neuron at
the k'h iteration. The same method will be applied
to all available patterns, ami the step will be
repeated iteratively until all the clusters are formed.

nDR also requires knowledge patterns which
have inputs and corresponding target outputs for
training. The knowledge patterns are supplied to
the net in a feed-forward manner to find a con-
necting weight matrix, and then those weights are
adjusted by the back-propagation of error to re-
duce 1:11.etotal. net error, The GDR net shown in
Fig. 6 uses the typical artificial neural net con-
struction introduced in Fig. 4. The outputs of the

nodes in one layer are transmitted to nodes in the
next layer through connections that amplify, at-
tenuate, or inhibit such outputs through connect-
ing weignrs.i!' The net may have a number of
hidden layers. However, in practice, only one or
two hidden layers are sufficient for most applica-
tions.(5)

The output of a node in the input layer i is

0i= Ii' i ""1,2,...,n (4)

(2) The net input to a node in layer j is

net. = L W..0., j = 1, 2,,,., m
J j JI !

(5)

The output of node j is

0.= __ 1_
J 1 + e'

(6)

f = net. + fI--J J (7)

In Expression 7, the parameter 9j serves as a
threshold or bias. Similarly, input netk and output
Ok can be found by substituting the subscriptj to
k in Equations 5 through 7.

(8)

1
0=---

- k 1 + e'
(9)

(10)

All knowledge patterns will be fed through the net
(J,c) by the feed-forward procedures, Equations 4

Hidden Layer
J

Input Layer
1

•
•

Weights ,
W.. net.

J! J

Weights
«;

Fig. 6 • Net construction of GDR a.lgorithm.
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As mentioned earlier, two steps of the initial
gear design are emulated using the artificial neu-
ral nets. Although it is possible to apply a single
neural net to perform the desired task, two differ-
ent algorithms, LVQ and GDR, are used inten-
tionally in order to emulate human performance
more accurately. It will also prevent from training
a single neural net with the entire patterns which
may be thousands.

The product catalog(l2) obtained from the
local gear manufacturing company served as the
training knowledge patterns. The catalog COIl-

tains three input values, horsepower, input RMP,
and speed ratio. In addition, the catalog also
includes the model number which implies proper
center distance. The patterns are neatly tabulated

(15) to the ones which may use the same center dis-
tance. The model numbers in the catalog were
used as the class labels, as well as the desired
outputs of each pattern.

The patterns of four selected models are plot-
ted in Fig ..7. From this figure, it can be seen that
the patterns belonging to one model are scattered
along the axes of speed ratio and input RPM. The
patterns in each model tend to form a distribution

(16) surface which may be the portion of a sphere.
However, it is almost impossible to form any

(17) clusters with this kind ofpattem. Thus, the origi-
nal three dimensional patterns are transformed

through 10. Usually, outputs {Opk} generated by
the net wHI not be the sarne as the target or desired
outputs {Tpk}' The square of the difference (or
pattern error) between these two values is

and the average net error is

E '" _1_ L l: (T - ° )2
net 2p p k pk pk

(12)

p = 1,2, ... , P

where, P Number of Patterns
IfEnet falls into the acceptable error range. the

net is successfully trained. Otherwise, the follow-
ing procedures are necessary to minimize tbe
error. The convergence toward improved values
for the connecting weights and thresholds can be
achieved by taking incremental changes tl.W kj
proportional to aEldWk/lJ

tl.W =_n~ (D)
kj .) aw

kj

_ . a E a netk--11---··--a =. a Wkj

where, '1'1 Learning Rate
Therefore,

.... _ a E _ a =.
where, <\- --a-.-- ,0,- -a--··-=, J Wk. J

The term c\' which is the error to be propagated
backward for the kth node in the layer, can be
rewritten as

aE
a o,

== (T k - Ok) f~(netk)

= (Tk- Ok) Ok (1 - Ok)

By similar mathematical procedures (details can
be found in Ref. 1),

l

terms of the 3's at an upper layer. Thus, starting
at the highest layer (or output layer), Ok can be
evaluated using Expression 15, and the errors
can be propagated backward to the lower lay-
ers. The connecting weights now will be up-

(11) dated as follows,

W."+I= w"+ tl.W."
jt JI J! (18)

where, tl.W" ;;;;n (30.) + atl. W"
J! I ~ J ] JI

The momentum rate ahas been added to Expres-
sions 14 and 16 to reduce the risk of oscillations
while training the net in the iterative approach,' I)

The a also allows a larger value of 11, thereby
speeding convergency.I" Both 11 and a influence
the training results and should be carefully se-
lected by trial and error. The improved connect-
ing weight matrix will be used at the next itera-
tion, and the procedure is repeated until the sys-
tem error reaches the desired level,

Applications

The 3' s at an internal node can be evaluated in and mapped onto a two dimensional pattern space



using Equations 19 through 22. Fig. 8 shows the
transformed patterns mapped onto the new space.

where, I) Speed Ratio
12 Horsepower
13 Input RPM
XI' X2 Transformed Pattern

Fig. 9 illustrates the multiple GDR net con-
struction connected to a single LVQ net for the

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
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initial. gear design application. The number of Fig. 7 • Original catalog training patterns ..
GDR nets required is determined by the number
of models available in the product catalog. Ac-
cordingly, each GDR net is to be trained with the
patterns that belong to the same model. A single
hidden layer with three nodes is used for each
GDR net. For a triple-reduction case, three such
multiple nets should be combined.

The number of clusters formed using the
LVQ net depends upon the size of the limiting
radius r in Fig. 5, which controls the size of the
clusters. If the limiting radius is overly large,
some clusters having different model numbers
(or different class labels) will overlap, If the
limiting radius is too small, too many clusters
win be formed. Therefore, an optimized value
is required.

After tile each net is successfully trained, the
LVQ net can produce the model number and
center distance when a new input pattern (horse-
power, speed ratio, and input. RMP) is provided.
The output, a model number, will serve to deter-

mine the matching GDR net which will estimate
the diametral pitch. The GDR net also uses the
same input as the LVQnet. In real- world design,
the number of pinion and gear teeth are esti-
mated, and the diametral pitch is calculated
using this estimation. However, the number of
pinion and gear teeth relative to the speed ratio
are not functionally distributed. Therefore, the
diametral pitch is selected as the target output in
this application. Afterwards, the other param-

Transformed xi

Fig. 8 . Transformed rralning patterns,

HP Ratio RPM

Model Number i

HI' Ratio RPM

~ ~ ~
Model #i

GDRNET• • ••

eters can be calculated smgthe estimated param- Fig. 9 ..Multiple network construction for initial gear design application.
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1 Table I - Error of Estimated Outputs

I Error % Error %
70 patterns .in before after Total Net
each model adjusted adjuster error

Modell 20
.1

7
Jl

0.00004]1

Model 2 14 7
I

0.000043

Model 3 5 5 I 0.000018

Model 4 9'
I

9
I

0.000023

Average 14 7 0.000031

TableD Error Factors for different 11 and a

Error Factors

I

n C( Modell i Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
I

0.70 0.50 1.03 I 1.05 1.01 1.01

I
0.90 0,70 l.00 tOO 1.00' 1..001

I
0.95 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.97

I
0.99 0.95 0.93 0,97 0.90 0.90

I

eters, the center distance, and diametral pitch.
In Table I, the percentages of the net errors

after 20,000 iterations are tabulated. The per-
centages indicate the number of incorrect esti-
mations made by the GDR nets over the number
of'the training patterns. While investigating those
incorrectly estimated diametral pitches. it was
found that some of the values were not com-
monly used in the gear industry. Thus, those
uncommon diametral pitches must be .adjusted
to the recommended values.(6) The error per-
centages were decreased after adjustment. which
are shown in the third column in Table I. The
average error for the four selected models is
practically acceptable.

There are several considerations in using the
GDR algorithm for initial gear design task. Tile
first consideration is how to find the adequate
learning rate, 1], and momentum rate, a. The
typical values of 11 and a for most applications
are 0.9 and 0.7, respectively.P! Suggestions can
be found in Table IT, which shows the error
factors relative to the typical values. The 11can
be selected between 0.95 and 0.99,. while the a
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can be selected between 0.9 and 0.95, When the
a was increased higher than 0.95, the training
seemed to become trapped in a local error mint-
mum, and the error was not improved. It was also
found that the number of iterations higber than
20.000 did not improve the results,

How the available trainingpattems were
organized was .81150 important. The lest was per-
formed with three different sorting methods of
training patterns; sorted by input RMP, by horse-
power, and by speed ratio. As a result. it was
learned that the training patterns sorted by input
RMP order produced the best results, When the
number of nodes in the hidden layer was in-
creased to six. no improvement was observed at
the same number of iterations. When the number
of decimal places was increased from two to
four, the number of iterations was decreased by
25% at the same error level.

Numerous test designs were completed with
the entirely trained artificial neural net Each test
de ign was evaluated by a commercially avail-
able AGMA power rating software.(l3l About
60% of the test designs passed the power rating
without changing any initial gear size param-
eters, while the balance required several changes
to pas within a few iterations,

Conclusions
Once the net is trained with the available

des:ign knowledge, it can provide the estimated
output in a single iteration, usually in seconds ..If
the outputs generated by the net have been ap-
proved as good estimations, these input and
output patterns can be added to the existing
design knowledge in order to achieve bener
performance in the future. The company's de-
sign knowledge will grow automatically by add-
ing new patterns to the knowledge data base, It
will ensure that all available design knowledge
of engineers is collected and organized without
special effort. By using the artificial neural net,
the design time for inexperienced engineers can
be reduced, and a design consistent with past
designs achived,

Another advantage is that the artificialaeu-
raj net can oe trained to deal with. incomplete and
uncertain evidence. It understands the relation-
ship between inputs and outputs, and does not
burden the engineer with specific analyses. If
conventional techniques are used, the engineer
must find their mathematical relationship before
developing any system, which may require many



years offield experience' and an extensive math-
ematical background.

Although the artificial neural net success-
fullyemulates the performance of the human
engineerfor tbe initial gear design task, there are
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Coarse Pitch Gears
Vagil Sharma

Phil:ade:lphia Giear Corpor.ation.
iKing of PrlJss'ia. PA

This article discusses briefly some common
manufacturing problems relating to coarse pitch
gears and their uggested solutions. Most of the
discussion will be limited to a low-quantity
production environment using universal ma-
chine tools.

Material Selection and Heat Treatment
Table 1 shows common heat treatment meth-

ods and some standard grades of material associ-
ated with. them.

Selection of gear material shape. Once the
heat treatment and material have been selected,
the starting shape or form of the material is
chosen. The shape and size of the finished gear
blank will dictate the form of the material to be
used, such as hot rolled bar, forged bar, step
forging, rolled ring forging, ca ting, etc. See
Figs. 1-5 for some typical coarse gear blanks.
The choice is also based 0111 many other factors,

removed from a hot rolled bar, particularly in the
gear tooth area. Excessive material removal from
any shape should be followed by stress relieving
before finish machining.

Correction for distortion in heat treatment. It
is normal practice to make some ki nd of correc-
tion of distortions caused by heat treatment. Pos-
sible corrections include, a) changing the lead or
helix angle in threaded worms and helical gears
before heat treatment to compensate for the change
after heat treatment; b) altering tooth contact in
bevel gears to minimize the effect of change in a
hardening process; c) tooth size correction 10

compensate for changes in heat treatment
In case of high production, samples are nor-

mally checked before and after heat treatment.
The changes are recorded and analyzed. The
production pieces are then modified to compen-
sate for the predicted heat treatment ill tortious.

such as design requirements, cost, and availahil- in case of low-quantity production or in a
tty. The material and related details should al- jobbing atmosphere, testing of actual pieces is 110t

ways be reviewed from a manufacturing point of
view. A certain percentage of material must be

Table 1

Heat Tre8.tment Method

TIno ugh-Hardenin gl

lnduetiun Hardeningl

Flame: Hardening

ICase ICarburiz;ing
& Hardening

Material Comments

1040,41401
4150 .•4340

IPract,icalllyany
medium-carbon
sceell cain be: used.

4140.43401.
NitraUoys

Any number o' other
ailloys can be nitrided'!.

41401.41501.
43401

.Any medium-carbon
steel 'can be used,

41401,4150,
43401,4640

Any mediium~carbon
steel ean be used.

4620.8620 .•
4320.4820 .•
3310,931101

Any Ilow-carbonsteel
can be Icarbuiized ..
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feasible. Thus. manufacruri ng engineering should
make a study and provide guideline fOJ: correc-
tions during production to compensate for heat
treatment di tortion ..

"No carb" paint. In many case carbon re-
moval operations can be effectively reduced or
eliminated by the u e of no carb paint.

Masking paint for nitrided parts. Masking
paint can be used to keep certain areas soft as
required by design or for post-machining.

Use of quench press to control distortions.
Fig. 6. shows a quench press et up to quench a

F-----j---I-----[-j·

fi,g. 1 - Step forging outline.



webbed cylindrical gear. Normally an expanding
die is used to keep the part round, and a clamping
die to keep it flat. The arrows in Fig. 6 show the
suggested path for quenching oil.

Scale removal after hardening. This becomes
quite important in certain cases, as scale can have
many detrimental effects, including loading up
the grinding wheel.

TooE Selection
Customized tools and fest pieces offer many

ways to enhance gear quality and productivity.
For example, they can help to optimize protuber-
ance and grinding allowances for ground gears
and correct the amount of radius ofteeth tips. But
many times, universal tooling is the only choice
for various reasons, including economic and time
constraints. Below are some suggested strategies
to control tooling problems.

Rootfillet. Standardize root fillets for all new
designs and use them whenever possible ..Fig. 7
shows a comparison of standard fiUet and full
fiHet. In most cases, switching from standard
to fun fillet improves the gear rating. How-
'ever, there are some special situations where
this conversion can cause negative effects,
such as insufficient wall thickness between
the root of the teeth and the bore.

Topping hobs. Topping hobs should be con-
sidered as special bobs, and their use in coarse
pitch gears is very limited. Sometimes they can be
useful in finishing the outside diameter on the
teeth cutting machine along with the rest of the
tooth. Bur this process has not been found to be
practical for various reasons, such as time. tool
life, and surface finish.

Semi-topping hobs. Semi-topping hobs can
be very useful in coarse pitch gears to cut down
the deburring time and control the amount of
tip radius/chamfer Dill the tips of teeth. Great
care must be taken in the design of semi-top-
ping hobs, since serious damage can be caused
by removing an excessive percentage of the
active tooth profile.

Multi-thread hobs ..Proper use of multi-thread
hobs can increase production and reduce both
time and tool cost. Concerns to be taken into
account while using multi-thread hobs are: num-
ber of teeth in the gear vs. number of threads in the
hob; total number of teeth in the gear, because a
low number of teeth in the gear may not be
suitable for multi-thread hobs; quality of the
hob; hob resharpening: quality and surface fin-

Fig.2 - Ring forging outline,

Fig. 3 - Gear weldment.

Fig.4 - Casting (2-piece design).

ish limitations obtained with the use of multi-
thread hobs.

Grinding allowance. The amount of grind-
ing aUowance required for various pitches and
sizes should be standardized based on past data
and experience and the heat treatment method
used. This is a must for ordering the tools, as
the amount of grinding allowance effects the
tool design.

Protuberance. The correct amount of protu-
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----I berance is very critical for ground and shaved

-

fig.5 - Castin!l (t-piece desiqn}

1. Expanding die
2, Cl'amping die
3, GI'amping die
4, Gone

,
-,

Standard fillet

Fig. 7 - Standard VS. full fillet.
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gears. Excessive protuberance can cause an
uncleaned profile along the tooth, while insuffi-
cient protuberance can cause a grinding step
problem. Fig. 8 shows a protuberance tool.

Tool material. Tool material should be cho-
sen very carefully. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of
some of the material commonly used for high
speed tools,

Tool coating. The use of special cutting tool
coatings, such as TiN and TiCN, can help in many
ways. For instance, they can reduce tool cost by

prolonging tool life and producing better surface
finish and lower cutting times by the use of higher
feeds and speeds.

Tool resharpening. Tool resharpening is one
of the most neglected subjects in gear manufac-
turing, Poor tool sharpening causes many prob-
lems, such as poor profile, premature tool failure,
unsatisfactory surface finish, etc. A good tool
sharpening program includes updating and main-
taining tool sharpening equipment; proper grind-
ing wheels, good sharpening fixtures, and inspec-
tion of tools before and after tool sharpening.

Proper care and attention to tool sharpening is
very critical in coarse pitch gear manufacturing. It
will make an important difference in the perfor-
mance of the hob and hobbing machine.

Proper storage and record keeping. Careful
practice here can eliminate many unnecessary
delays and cut down on tool costs.

Teeth Cutting
Gear Blank Hardness. The hardness range

of the gear blank at gear cutting primarily de-
pends upon the selected material and the harden-
ing method. Case-carburizing steels rarely cause
tool problems at soft cutting because of lower
hardness ..On the other hand, through-hardened,
induction-hardened, and nitrided parts may cause
problems, depending on the material and blank
hardness. The following are some suggested meth-
ods for handling through-hardened gears with
hardness values higher than II normal range.

Rotary roughing cutters (with carbide in-
serts). A rotary roughing cutter with carbide
inserts can rough gear teeth with higher hardness
in much shorter time than high speed steel tools
(hob, rack, or FeUows type). As a matter of'fact,
roughing with a rotary cutter is very useful for
large, coarse pitch gears in any condition. It
saves time and lowers the tool cost. The factors
to be kept in mind for roughing are using the



proper tool for certain DPN and pressure angles:
using a machine with a single indexing arrange-
ment; and using proper surface speed and feed
for carbide cutters.

Some new, large bobbing machines are be-
ing manufactured with the capability of rough-
ing with rotary carbide cutters. Some old bob-
bing machines can be modified to use this method
of roughing,

Roughing annealed blanks. Some higher hard-
ne s gears can be roughed in an annealed condi-
tion, heat treated to the required hardness, and
then finish-machined, including teeth cutting,
This method provides uniform hardne through-
out the tooth, including the root area. Some very
coarse pitch gears are produced this way to achieve
proper hardness all the entire tooth. When using
this approach. the following factors should be
kept in mindextra operations will be needed for
teeth cutting. heat treatment. and finish-machin-
ing; and certain gear configurations may cause
some additional problems at heat treatment after
rough machining and teeth roughing.

Controlling Higher Rcmge of Hard/less Val-
~Ies. Usually the hardness of a gear blank is
specified as a range, The rating is calculated
based on the lower value, while the higher value
depends on the normal. heat treating standards.
Any closing of this range requires an additional
lempering cycle. which can possibly cause the
hardness to drop below the lower value. But
for higher hardness coarse pitch gears, any
control on the higher limit will definitely help
at teeth cutting, while off etting any additional
cost of heat treatment. Control of the higher
hardness limit will also benefit tooth cutting,
since high speed steel tool become very inef-
ficient above certain hardness values.

Use of specially designed hobs. Many spe-
cially designed hobs, such as rough hobs with
positive rake, hear-cut hob, multi-section hobs,
multi-thread hobs, etc. can reduce tool. cost and
cutting time.

Teeth cutting times. Teeth cutting times can
be improved by controlling such i.tems as proper
work holding fixture, correct and sufficient cut-
ting tools, properly machined gear blank. , prop-
erly sharpened tools, maintained machine tools,
regularly trained personnel, well kept coolant
sy tem, correct feed and speed, right among of
cuts, and resharpening of tool at correct lime.

Surface finish. The surface finish of coarse

r.-Pre-grind
,t'f-rinish

Grinding Stock - ear O.D.

Fig. B - Tvpical protllberance type basic hob tooth form.
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pitch gear teeth depends on many factors, in-
cluding the method used for teeth cutting, such
a hobbing, shaping (Maag or Fellows), or
form milling. The following are some impor-
tant concerns that directly or indirectly effect.
surface finilsh:

• Feed and speed ar final cut.
• Material for final cut. The correct amount of

stock removed in final cut must 110t be over-
looked. Too much or too little tock are both

detrimental to surfacefini 11at final cut.
• Sharpened 1O01 before final cut.
• Material hardness and machinability.
• Minimumrnaterial removal. Whenever pos-

sible it is clesirable torernovea minimum amount
or 110material at all from the roots of teeth during
the final cut One approach is to rough cut teeth
with a modified tool that allows little or no
material to be removed at final cut. The cutting
tool. hold a better cutting edge and provides a
better surface finish when the tip of the tool doe
little or no work.



keep the pressure angle constam. A properly
sharpened skiving hob is very critical for success-
ful skivingJrnproper sharpening can even pro-
duce hairline cracks in carbide insert .

--"';:::-';'1-- Protuberance and mot clearance. Skiving
hobs, as well as BN 1001 , ha e been found
in fficient in removing metal from roots because
of premature chipping of'tools. Theretore. pi per
protuberance and root clearance must be pro-
duced at soft teeth cutting prior 1.0 heattreatment,

Feeds and speeds. Feed and speed in skiving
and hard cutting is important, not only for qual-
!i,l}, and time. but also for the successful execu-
tion of the process itself. Improper feed and
speed can cause p or [001 life, long machine
lime, poor quality, and many other problems.
These 'problems can cancel all the advantage. of
the skivingorhard culling. Tool suppliers.should
be c nracted for recommended feed and speed

values. which hiler call be optimized for each

Length of action of
HM skiving hob

L,engthof action ,ofnormal hob

Fig. 10 - Hob skiving.

_ Profile End
Dressing
Roller

Grindin"~I-·----f--+1:-"", A radiussed wheel
Wheel- L-.......L..I.---l...-J ,----,-..:........1..---1 produces a smooth

,.....,,...------. __ - __ transition between
tooth flank. and root
under the same
conditions.JZI.~---Tooth

A sharp, step is
produced when
,glrindingan inad-
equately undercut
gear with a regularly
dressed wheel.

'Fi:g.11 - End dresser options .'or saucer wheell grinding machines.

The method of manufacture also effects the
toota surface flni h. In the hobbing method, the
number of gashes. orflutes. in a hob isa function
of ize, pitch, and other factors. Coarser pitch
hobs normally have fewer gashes fhan finer
pitch hobs, Consequently.finer pitch gears nor-
mally have a better tooth finish surface than
coarserpitch gears,

Skiving or Hard Cutting
Skiving or hard cuttingin hobbing or shap-

ing is a ICl'm u, ed to de eribe the operation in
which hardened teeth are roughed or fin] hed
using a carbide lipped hob or CBN insert tools.
Skiving in hobbing ha limitations on quality
based on many factors including machine. qual-
ity and sharpening of 'Ihe 1001, etup, gear ge-
emetry, etc. (See Fig .. 10-\ U

Skil';ng lJob sharpening, The carbide skiving
hob isnormally sharpened using adiamond wheel.
Special setups arc required at every sharpening to
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individual ilualion.
Skiving' as a pregrmd operation. Skive hob-

bing asa pregrind operation can be very helpful in
many way, a di cussed in the ection 011 Gear
Tooth 'Grinding. Skiving call reduce the run rime
on critically loaded tooth grinding machines. ln
setups with limited grinding capability, skive
hobbing can also be advantageousas rough fin-
ishing operations for CBN hard cutting.

CBN liard fifl; /Jill!? of Rears. B hard fin-
ishing is being used more and more on spiral
bevel gears using rotary cutters. a, well as 011

parallel axis gears using shaper type machines
(rack type). This method provides gearteeih with
the quality and urface fini h of grinding w1thOlH
the possibilily of metallurgical damage .. This
method a] 0 provide a. means to fini h larger
gears which will not lit on a grinding machine.
. or example, gears which were originally de-
signed as through-hardened, ince no grinding
capacity was available ,~orfinishing. can be case-
hardened and hard-finished. Thus. the gear et
rating is increased considerably without ill reas-
ing the size of Ihe .et,

Gco,r Tooth Grinding
Gear gritlding steps. Grinding steps intooth

fillet ace very detrimental and have vari u
causes. _hcy acl as stress risers and also reduce
the critical ca e depth in tooth fillet. Any sub e-
quem work performed to remove Ihe steps raises.
the cost and can cause other problem . Here are
orne suggested approaches to eliminate or re-



duce the steps in tooth fillet.
• Always 1I e a hob with proper protuberance.

thickness, blend angie, fillet radius. etc.
• U e the correct amount of grinding allow-

ance 011 tooth thicknes at cutting.
• Grind the tooth flank to proper depth. Define

and use the point of maximum undercut during
grinding setup.

.' Continuously train and educate personnel.
• Monitor and resolve problems by imme-

diate attention.
Sometimes .itwin be quite difficult to avoid

steps completely, because of excessive distor-
tion at heat. treatment, use of improper tools,
excessi ve grinding allowance, etc. In such cases,
use of a grinding wheel with tip radius can avoid
sharp corners in grinding steps. The amount of
radius can be selected on the basis of DPN,
grinding machine, and all other factor. The
same approach can be used in conical wheel
grinding machines.

Gear grinding cracks. Gear grinding cracks
usually indicate that. there is a process control
problem. either in heat treatment or gear grind-
ing. or both. The correct amount of case carbon
content is very critical, because an insufficient
amount can cause low hardness problems;
whereas, an excessive case carbon content can
cause the presence of retained austenite. The
grinding process generates pressure and heat,
which cau es transformation. Retained austen-
ite transformation at grinding is considered a
source of surface tempering or cracks or both.

Free carbides or carbide networks in case
structure are another side 'effect of excessive case
carbon content. Exees ivehardness of the mate-
rial (free carbides) can cause localized overheat-
ing. Overheating during the grinding results in
surface tempering or cracks or both.

Heat treatment operations usually result in
some film on the surface of heat treated parts. This
scale must be removed before grinding, as it tends
to load the grinding wheel. Surface oxidation in
heat treatment produces a thin layer of decarbur-
ized and soft material on teeth Hanks. This material
loads up the grinding wheel, causing overheating,
leading to surface tempering or cracks or both.

Exce sive tooth distortions in an. irregular
pattern make it di fficult for machine operators to
[ocate the highest point on the gear tooth surface.
If the grinding cut is not started at this point.
excessive amount of materia] win be removed

during the cut from high points. Excessive cuts
will generate overheating and can lead to crack-
ing or surface tempering or both. This problem
can be handledeasiJy by the machine operator
on a machine with threaded wheels and con-
tinuous indexing,

Gear grinding variables. The variables in
gear grinding operation are the gear grinding
machine, the grinding wheel, the coolant, inthe
case of wet grinding, and the grinding machine
setup ..Any problem with one or more variables
can lead to various problems. including cracks
on teeth ..As discussed before, excessive heating
at any point in the grinding operation can lead to
surface tempering or grinding cracks or both,
This overheating can be caused by a combina-
tion of factors, such as malfunction of the gear
grinding machine, use of an improper grinding
wheel. unsuitable coolant. improper positioning
of coolant nozzle. or an excessive amount of cut
or material removal.

Gear grinding cost. [1'1 a jobbing or low-
batch production atmosphere. gear grinding time
and. consequently, cost is an important matter.
The time estimation i normally based on many
factors in grinding, such as the number of teeth.
OPB, helix angle, face, material. grinding al-
lowance, quality. method, and machine. The
final time estimate is then modified on the basis
of past experience. Somehow the estimated time
usually falls short of actual time. In the current
competitive world, the gear grinding cost has to
be maintained at a reasonable level. Below are
some ugge ted approaches;

• Setup preparation cannot be overempha-
sized in a low-production atmosphere. It is
good practice to have more than one item ready
for the grinding machine. In case something
goes wrong at the last minute with the first item
in the line, the next in line can be started
without excessive idle time.

• Heat treatment distortions and inadequate
manufacturing process control will deliver gears
with high inaccuracies to gear grinding. This will
increase grinding time. Therefore, good control
during the heat treatment and manufacturing pro-
cesses will cut grinding times. reduce the number
of scrapped plLrts.and enhance quality.

•Good preventive maintenance of gear grind-
ing machines will keep downtime to a minimum.

• Training and education of personnel is quite
critical. and must not be overlooked.
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• Use of skiving hobs can be very helpful in
many ways. for instance, skiving can remove
most of the distortions caused by heat treatrnen [
and present a gear for toothgrinding with lim-
ited grind allowance. This will reduce grinding
time. remove any heat treatment scale or decar-

burized and soft layers of material from teeth
flanks, and reduce the possibility of the surface
tempering or grinding cracks or both,

Stress relieving after tooth grinding. A
stress relieving operation after tooth grinding
is highly desirable in all critical applications,
The stress relieving minimizes the possibility of
latent grinding cracks. Latent grinding cracks
are the cracks that develop in the storage or early
period of use. The typical stress relieving for
case-carburized and hardened parts is around
3200 F for four hours, which can be further
refined for every application. The stress reliev-
ing must be carried out as soon as possible after
tooth grinding, as any excessively delayed stress
relieving may be too late,

Grinding allowance at tooth cutting, Ex-
cessive grinding allowance cause many
problems, To avoid excessive material left at
teeth cutting, all cutting personnel should be
trained, parts must be checked, and sized
recorded after teeth cutting.

Handling of gears with grinding cracks,
Any part with severe grinding cracks or surface
tempering cannot be salvaged, The suggested
approach for parts with minor problems in-
clude stress relieving, regrinding to remove
cracks, checking final tooth sizes and remain-
ing case depth, and reporting all findings to the
engineering department for final disposition,

Gears with close tooth thickness tolerances.
Many applications need close tooth tolerances.
A practical approach is to keep an approved
master gear in the same environment. as the
gears being ground and compare sizes, For the
most part, the first piece of a batch can be used
as a master after complete inspection.

MisceUa.n.eous
Shalling. honing. and lapping of coarse

pitch gears. Theoretically, any gear can be
shaved or honed as long as a. tool is available,
In practice, usually shaving and honing i
associated with parallel axes gears. Whereas
lapping can be used for any kind of gear where Acknowledgement: Presented at the SME Advanced

either a mate or lap is available. Gear Clinic, October 20-22, 1992, Dearborn, Mf.

hardness vs.unanufacturing problems. Allow-
able bending and contact stresses depend upon
the hardne s, the quality, and grade of mate-
rial. higher hardnes allowshigher allowable
stresses, providing a higher rating or smaller
gear set for any condition. In manufacturing,
high hardness above a certain range become
a problem. The design and engineering group
must work very do ely with manufacturing to
keep thi situation under controL At a certain
point, j,t is better zo have a larger gear than a
hard one because the manufacturing cost at
impractical, hardness values will outweigh the
cost due to an increase in size. Also manufac-
turing must be reasonable and innovative in
handling the harder gears. since lowering the
hardness too much will make the design un-
economical due to the increase in size.

Machining of gears after heat treatment.
finish machining of gears after heat treat-
ment is very critical and must not be OVer-
looked oraeglected, Gear teeth can be checked
for run out in the plane of rotation 011 a turning
or grinding machine with a roller in teeth. but
there is no easy way to check in an axial plane.
Quite often. overcorrections are made in one
place, causing extra problems in the other
place. One effective approach is to indicate
proof surfaces (in both planes), which were
created in machining before teeth cutting and
used in teeth cutting,

Another very effective method is to turn or
grind proof surfaces after hardening and check
gear teeth for runout and lead. Then finish
machine the gear bore and faces of shaft jour-
nals after making corrections based on runour
and lead charts. The above method is effec-
tive, but needs two extra operations and longer
manufacturing cycle. Al 0, it is ineffective when
a gear has irregular distortions, such as a tapered
length or oval-shaped diameter .•

Rder·ences:
Loy ..Will.i am E." Hard G ear Process! ng with Azumi
Skiving Hobs." AGMA Technical Meeting, OCi,O-

ber, 1982.

Sharma, Yogi. "Gear Grinding Fundamentals." S.M.E.
Gear Clinic, November, 1988.

Increase in gear rating due to high material Reprinted with permission.
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Using Hobs for Skiving;
A Pre-Finish and

Finishing Solution

Our com pany manufactures a range
of hardened and groundgears. We
are looking into using skiving as part
of our finishing process on gears in
the 4·12 module range made from
17CrNiM06 materiialand hardened
to between 58 and 62 Rc, Can you
tell u .more about this process?

Bill McElroy replies: Skiving is
basically a process which allows one
to cut hardened materials with a thin,
curled chip and produce a smooth
fini h. [I is a method of finishing or
pre-finishing hardened gears which
may be more cost-effective than
grinding, It can be used on spur or
helical gears heat treatedto between
50 and 62 Rc, Skiving improves gear
quality by reducing errors from dis-
tortion, Moreover, compared to grind-
ing, skiving (as a continuous general-
ing process) can eliminate most cu-
mulative spacing and concentricity
errors. Quality levels of up to A'GMA
11 can be achieved with skiving. In

William E. Mc.Elmy

regulate feeds, speeds, and shifting,
better chip removal, and better quality
cutting tools are a better prospect for
use in skiving.

Types of Skiving Hobs
Depending on circumstances, one

of four types of hobs can be used for
skiving. Solid carbide hobs are used
for small. modules (fine DPs) Or for
gears with a specified outside diam-
eter, Inserted blade hobs with brazed
tips are very economical, reducing
hob costs while providing excellent
quality ..Solid hobs with brazed tips
are also economical and should be
used for applications with big mod-
ules (large DPs). Inserted carbide
blade hobs have the advantage of
increased tool life, based on their
usable length. They can also im-
prove the quality of the surface of
the tooth flank,

Negative Rake Angle
When skiving it is important to

use the hob to cut only on the invo-
addition, for large OP gears (coarser lute profile of a gear, not into the root
than five), taking into account distor- fillet area,
tion etc., skiving can reduce grind
times by 50-70%.

Skiving can be done on cenven-
tional bobbing machines, however, the
quality is totally dependent 011 ma-
chine rigidity, both static and dynamic.
Newer machines which offer better
machine rigidity, CNC controls to

The negative rake angle of a skiving
hob reduces the cutting force and shock
resistance, as well as the vibration in the
hobbingoperation, Becau e ofthis angle,
the cutting become easier, since the

tool gradually penetrates into the gear.
Generally speaking, the rake angles

vary between -150 and -30° , depend ing

SHOP FLOOR
Addr,e.ss your ge'8lring q!ues-
tions 10' ,our !pane'llof experts ..
Wri;lelo them caire 01 Sh,op
IF,lloor.Ge'air Tec'h!nology. P. O.
IB,ox 1426. Elk Grovel ViUage!.
IlL 60009. or call o'ur edit'oriial
sla.H al (70Bt 431.16604.

William E. McElr,oy
is Pres idem of aMI,
Independence, OH, He
has nearly 25 years' ex-
p e r ie n c e ill mall u[ac-
wring and ten years ill !he
technical sales and appli-
cation of gear IIWf1uJac-

wring equipment.
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Cn '" 0,11 + (l.Ol'5 M
Pn '" 10.13+ 0.017 M ,,--_,

lAg. 1

I

~. on the tool geometry and module (DP).
The sharpening of the tool should

be done with a diamond dressing wheel
and coolant. The position of the dress-

: ing wheel win be determined by the
: value of the rake angle and skiving hob
: outside diameter. Table I. shows the
: dressing wheel positions for resharpen-
: ing all through the tool. life.

Tool Reference Profile
The skiving process requires that

some prior bobbing conditions be met.

Hob SIN: 29501
lable I • Hob Sharpeningl Datal

Number 01 Outside Diameter DESP x
Resharpenings dk S mm Angle EPS

mm

1 48.300 0.000 -8.5500 -201.734 (-20° 44' 04')
2 48.10101 0.551 -8.50124 -201.703 (-20· 42' 12')
3 47.9010 0.548 -8.4572. ·20.678 (-20· 40' 12')
4 47.7010 0,544 -8.4146 -20.6591 (-20· 39'34")
5 47.500 01..541 -8.3744 -20.641 f-20· 38' 48')
6 41.3001 01.538 -8.3366 -20,640 "-20· 38,' 25')
7 47.10'0 0'.534 -8.3012 -20.640 ,[·20· 38,' 24')
8 46.9010 01.531 -8.2683 -20.646 ,[-20· 38' 46')
9' 46.700 01.527 ·8.2319 ·20.659 {·20· 39" 31"JI

10 46,500 U.524 ·8.2099 ·20,678 (·20· 40' 41"J'

Part: No.: HM.V22/112

Tip
elk 48,3001
DESPX -8,'550
hr 2,000

h ; 2.950
EPS : -20044'04'

8T:4.70

Ta'bl' II - Carbide! 'ComDos.ition
Rockwall Deifleetion

ISO Hardness Resistence W Co Ti Ta C

P20 90 90 60 5 5 :0 6
83 10 15 15 9

Ml0 91.5 100 70 4 3 0 6
86 9 11 11 8

M15 89.5 120 75 5 01 0 5
93 220 95 9 10 12 7

IK05 89 150 85 3 01 0 5
93 230 97 B 3, 7 7

IKID 901.'5 120 84 4 0 0 5
90 7 1 2 6

h!!.!..UJj

iFeed Module I[)P) Rough mm (in) Finish mm On)

;. 12 ,I 3·4mm/rev 2. - 3: mm/rev
[< 21 (.120 •. 150"/revl' (.OBO· . :12Qi'/rev)

> 12 2 - 3.5mm/rev
I'

1.5 • 2.5m m/rev
[< 21 (.008 •. 140'/rev) (.0601- .1 aO"rev)

loble]V
Hardness HCR, Speed mm/min (in/min)

,

50-55
70 + 90

(220·290) I,

55-501 60 + 70
(190·220) ,

60-65 50 + '60 ,I:
(160 - 190)

I

44, GEAR TECHNOLOGY

TI!~leJ.!
Module DP Speed mrn/rnin (in/mini

1 + 5 ,60 + 90
I: (5 - 25) (190·290)

II 6 + 12 50 + 70
I

I (2·4) (160·220)
!

I

> 12 30 + 50

I
, (<2) (96 - 160)

The pre-skiving operation. before heat
treatment. hould be done with a hob
which hasa protuberance on the tip of
the tooth and with an addendum of
1.3 to' 1.4 times the module, in such a
way that an under-cutting at the bot-
tom of the gear tooth is produced,
avoiding any work all the tip of the
skiving tool. that would cause it to chip
or break, (See Fig. 1.)

The skiving hob oilly removes the
excess stock on the tooth flanks, thus
reducing the cutting forces and guaran-
teeing a better finishing quality,

The cutting force generated during
the skiving operation is 15-20% of that
generated from normal gear hobbing
operations.

Carbide Grade Quality
The selection of suitable carbide

grade depends on the application of the
skiving operation .. The most useful
grades are the cementation steels witb.
hardness of90-92 HRc. (See Table 2.)
In our experience, the most used grades
are Kl0 and MIO. The KIa grade is the
rno t universal one, due to its great
tensile strength. The M W has less ten-

SHOP FLOOR
sile strength, but more wear resistance.

For a cutting oil, it is best to use one
of low viscosity, 10-20 est for 40,oa8
coolant, if possible with a molybdenum
additive. Dry (no. coolant) cutting is
also possible.

Speeds and Feeds
Tables 3-5 allow you to calculate

the speeds and feeds needed to' skivea
variety of gears. The data is based on
test results from hobs actually in use.
They provide basic parameters,
which will have to be altered to suit
the particular conditions at the time
of skiving.

A number of points should be kept
in mind when skiving.

• The higher the feed rate, the less
the wear.

• It is absolutely necessary to re-
move the same amount of material from



both flanks, The hob must be centered
to the workpiece,

• The cutting speed win depend on
the machine running condition.
workpiece hardness (HRc) and module
(DP),

• The cutting speed range should be
between 30·90m/min (90.-290 ftlmin).

• Flank wear can be reduced by
decreasing the cutting speed.

• The number of pa ses (I or 2) win
depend on workpiece heat-treat distor-
tion and the quality required,

• Climb hobbing is the recom-
mended method for less wear ..

• Use plenty of coolant (cutting oil).
even though the work can be done with-
out coolant (dry). since the generated
temperature is low.

• TiN coating offers higher wear
resistance,

• The stock material to be removed
by the skiving hob should be 0..11-
O.ISmm (.0044- ..'00.60.") per flank. It
could be as much as Imm (.0.4'0") in
case of major heat-treat distortions. In
those circumstances muldple cuts win
be required.

Hob RPM Calculations
The hob rpm calculations are per-

formed as follows:
Given that 1m"" 3.281 feet and that

the recommended speed is between 30.-
90m/min,

30M x 3.281= 98 feet/minute
90M x 3,281 = 29S feet/minute
The relationship between hob di-

ameter (i fin inches, convertto feet) and
circumferential distance is calculated
as follows:

12" OD x (3.14) "" 37.68"
12"",,3..14'

(If in feet. multiply by 3.14 ONLY)
To calculate the RPM:

RPM = 98 .ftImin. "" 31 low end
3.14 ft

RPM = 295 ft.lmin. = 94 nigh end
3.14ft.

Feed rare/revolution = 1.5mm to 3mm
= .060" to .120." •

To stay competitive you have '
to review your options. When
planning your capital equipment
requirements, look at Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Co., a leader in me
rebuilding, remanufacturing and
retrolitting of your Barbsr-Colman
gear hobber, gear shaper or hob
sharpener. With more than 17 years
experience, we can incorporate the
latest state-of-the-art features and
GNG controllers based on your
requirements. So whether it is a
new, rebuilt,. remanufactured or

retrofitted machine, Boum & IKoch
Machine Tool; Go. can offer you the
BEST FIT SOLUTIONS.

C!OUiRn
& I~"OC:I:-I:
maCIHlne TOOL 1:,0.
Pvrehas-er of ,Ihe BartJerrCo/l"nan Mac/line TooJ DIVISion

2.500 Klshwaukee St.
Rockford. IL 61104
815/965·4013 Fax 8151965-0019
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Psst!
Come here!

IDid you hear' about the
NEW

BIUVIERS G:UIIDE,?
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COMPUTER SERVICE

Save hours
on Gear Calculations

Call CSMllnc at (704) 684-3889
P.O. Box 1318; Arden NC 28704

Cb· Gea.lrV Professor

Software to Calculate

• Index Feed Gears for Non-Differential
• Differentials

• Pin Measurements

[lOS based, 'lBM PC Compatible

CIRCLE A-19 on REA'DE!R: REP,LY CARD

IHOI!UT - The fastest. most accurate pro-
gram to set up hobbing machines for heli-
call gears. Includes chang,e gears guaran-
teed to fit the gearbox.

IGEAR,IP.ACK· A program which does calc-
culations lor:

• Mating Gears
•.Tooth thickness-pin, ball, and

span measure
•.General involute geometry
• Hob approach & overtravel

Many more gear programs for computers
running under DOS.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SERV,ICE
2801 Ridge Avenue

. IROC.kf.or..d, Illino.is 611.03
Fax/Phone [8151963-17:60

'CIRCLE A·20' on, READER REPLY CAR'O

GEARS SP'LINES
D!ESIGN & TOO:LING,

CONSUL.TING & SOFTWARE
•. Let us design your gears for greater
strength or higher contact ratio.

• Let us install our software and train your
people in the latest gear and cutter corn-
puting methods. Trial periods available.

• You can :benefit from our many years
of experience with computers, gear de-

. sign, and manufacturing',

• Software lor IBM and compatible I

com puters. I

VAN GERPEN·REECE ENGINEERING, II
15Q2 Grand Blvd.

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
(319) 2n-7'673

FAX (319) 277-4236

CIRCI.E A·21 on READER IREPLY CARD'

SERVICE

Service - Upgrades - Rebuilds

, 7.5 years of design and manufacturing
know-how go into the servicing, re-
building, and upgrading of ITW gear
inspection systems. ITW designed
them. nw built them. ITWknows
how to keep them running ..

• Factory loaners
•. Component availability from
your OEM supplier

• Latest technology ill digital
adjustments

•.Computerized data evaluation

7300 W. Lawrence A "e. Chicago, IL60656
Phone: 708·867-5353 Fax: 708-867-3838
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FEllOWS GEAR MEASURIN'G
REMANUFACTURING SPECIALIST

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

Complete Factory Rebuilding

Quick Turnaround

Calibration & Certification to MIL-SID

Preventative Maintenance

Complete Field Servic.e

Oesign Updates

Engineering Support

Leasing & Sales

OVERAILL HIE BEST liN THE BUSINESS
Profitlrom our 100 years experience

Profile, Engineerng,lnc.
100River Street

Springfield, VI 05156
802-885-9176

Fax 802-885·3745

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 2.7.5" P.D .., 3.5 D. P.

, • Able to match delivery to your
requirements

• All service' to AGMA standards with
Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY,IINC .
23l)ick Road Depew, NY 14043

iPhone 17161684-38111
Fax 17161684-77117
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Rates: Line classified - $37.50 per line ..SHne per inch. $300 minimum. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) IX· $1.70, .3X·$1.60,
,6X- $[50. Type will be set 10 advertiser's layout or Gear Technology will set type at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/Mastercard/American Express number and expiration date
to: Gear Technology; P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL, 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classifieds.
Materials Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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HEAT TREATING

Contour Inducli:,on
Harde!Ulingl Sip,ecialists

,SPU1; helical' 8ad bevel gears

Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 NATCO submerged!
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlled gear scanning
machines. We,can also 1001to
meet any production need.
Wrile for a free brochure.

American Metal Treatillg Company
W4:3lEast62nd Street
Cleveland,OH 44103

(216) 431-41492
Fax: (2161431-1508

REPS WANTED
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SERVICE

Our New, Modernized
Recorder Amplifiers

Improve Your Reliability

For Fellows and lTW U1itron
Now we call replace your old

recorder amplifiers with thor-
oughly modernized new units
that will perform more reliably
than the OEM equipment. Why?
Stare-of-the-art electronics. Our
new direct replacement units use
signal conditioning integrated
circuits - the number of compo-
nents (and therefore the cost) i
greatly reduced. OUf designers
also improved safety by adding
fused output to pen motor and
automatic thermal overload
protection. Order your today.

SALES
REPRESENTATION

A large. progre sive US-ba ed manufac-
turer of gear manufacturing machines
and tools seeks reps for eastern New
York territory. Must have extensive
knowledge of gear manufacturing meth-
ods, proven sales experience, and the
right contacts.

Ifyou or you r company have what it takes.
wish to represent sue h an organization,
and have a. demonstrable record of Suc-
cess, please apply in writing to:

BoxWT
P.O. Box 1426
Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village. 1.1•• 60009'

:PHONE.708 377~2496
FAX 708, 377~2S46

~
Q

Manufactured
Gear & Gage. Inc.

P.O. Box 7155
Elgin. IL ,60121

HELPWANTED'
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FAIRFrELD MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

One of the largest independent gear manu-
facturers in the United States is looking for
experienced Sales Engineers for its loose
custom gear and dosed drive busines .

A degreed engineer with at least 3 years
of experience IS preferred, Consideration
will be given to degrees oilier than engineer-
ing with 5 or more years of experience.
Applicant should be willing to relocate 10
areas in the East or Southeastern United.

I States. Fairfield offers excellent pay and lOp
of the line benefits. Send your resume 10:

i Kendra Stevens - Employment Manager
i FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING

I

COMPANY, rNC.
P. O. Box. 7940
Lafayette, IN 47903-7940
FAX (317) 477-7342
EE:OI AA Employer

"'.P. Op!!n!I.iQIlS: $90.000 Il!!1se.Torque COllvcrtm.1
lIiIanufactur.i:ng I~ngineerlng Manager: $60.000.
Process Engineers: $50.0l)O. Hypoid Gears, .
Manufacturing EllglneeriloG Manager.: 570.000.1
Bevel. Helical Gearing.
Contact: Aim Hunsucker" Excel A<SOCi,ue.".,r.o'l
Box 520. Cordova. iN 38018
or call (901) 757-9600; Fax: (901) 754-2896.

REPS WANTEDI
Sales representatives wanted for

major machine' taol and broach manu-
facturer for the Cal.ifornia/Washingtonl
O'regan areas,

We are looking for professional orga-
nizations or individuals with gear and
sales experience.

IONLY GEAR P,EIOPLE
INEED APPLY!

Please a'pply in wTiting with:
• CV/Resumeif individual
• Brochures and relevant info if company

BoxVT
P.O. Box 1426
Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009

To advertise inthe
c'lassified
section lof

Gear Technolo'gy
call (708,) 437-6604"

({)
1------------,

If
everyone
recycled

this much
of their daily paper,

we'd save
9,000

trees a year,
I
IL .JENVIRONMENTAL

DEF.ENSE FUND



Made in the U.S.A.

Normac'sCNC Profiling Centers provide accurate off machine trueing
of CBNand. Diamond wheels for gear grindingappJications

Normae's CNC Profiling Centers are mechanical systems
capable of inspection gauge accuracy to meet the most
critical! wheel dressing requirements ..The heart ofthe
machine is the FORMASTER Grinding Wheel. Profiler
that provides less than .0001 " (O.0025mm) positioning
error throughout total slide travel. guaranteed. Two
models are available. The CBN5 that dresses wheels 2"
(5Omm) wide and the CBN6 that dresses wheels 6"
(15Omm) wide. Grinding wheels used for production
grinding can be dressed and stored until needed at the
machine, eliminating machine downtime.

Call (313) 349-2644 today
jor more .inJomudion ,or to
arrange ademon~trmitJn.

INCORPORATED

P.O. BOX 159 I AIRPORT ROAD INDUSTRIAL PAIRK I ARDEN, NC .28704 USA I TEl: (704) 684-1002
TELEX: 57-7437 NORMAe HEVL I IF.AX:(704) '1584-1384

P.O. BOX 207 I 720 E. BASELINE IROAD I NORTHVH.!LE, MI MUS7 I TEL: (3113) 349-.2644 I fAX: (313) 349-1440
CIRCI.!E A-115 on ·RE.ADEA REPLY 'CARD



Our Benchmark Quality CanlSolve
Your Gearmaking Problems
• Crown hobbing for noise redudian andI misalignment compensation.

2 • Hurd hobbing with ICOrbidehobs uher
~ heat Ireoills 01 substitute for gear grinding.
:ll • (H( hobbingl and shaping alignment
~ programs for varying teeth and pitches.
~ • Hobbing 2 footh & Igreater helical pinions.
~ • Special forms: nexible couplings or _ .....
~ high helix worms and camshafts. =
~ • Other services: precision analytical A
i inspection and hob sharpening.. ..
fIl

We wonf you 10 rome see forest City Geor foryotlrself
We'r,e the most modem fine end med,ium pitch goor job s!hop

in the worl'd. Wees;peciolly w,elc'ome ou'r comp =,tilors!

We're surethot onCleyou do,. you"IU agree that
we alre the' ibenchrnorkfor fclday's quality gearrnoking.

FOREST CITY GEAR
117 in Street • P. O. Box ,80
Roscoe, Illinois 61073-0080
815-623-2168 • Fax 815-623-6620

FOREST CITY GEAR'
- -
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...With Three Heavy Hitters Joining Our Proven Line-up Of All Star Gear~FinishingPerformers
In today's ever-changing global marketplace, the R,edRing
team is committed to, helpingl customers maintain their
competitive edge, with the best roster of qear production
machines, cutting & forrnlnq tools, broaching machines and
related products in the industry.

That's why evelryproduct we make ls backed by the highest
level of customer 'service',technical expertise, performance,
quallity and on-time delivery the' industry has to offer. 'So
next time' you're faced with a 'gear finishing chalillenge.
remember, Red Ring has alii the basescovered

~RI~
--~~------ ® -National IBroach & M1achin,eCo. GEARING THE WORlD FOR .1'OMORROW

17500 T\VEN'IT-THREE MILE ROAD '.' MACOMB, MICIUGAN 48044·, 3~3-263-0I00 • TELEX 23-0428/NATBR01'\CH MENS • FAX 313-263-4571
CIRCLE .0.-25 en READER REPLY CARD


